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Students dinein the Columbia Street Cafe, the campus' most popular eatery and subject of intenseHealth
Department scrutiny.

—

Stajfßeporter

Foodis agreat link locommunicationand fun butsometimes the
fun is lost whenthe food has gone

Many students enjoy taking a
break from theirstudiesand getting
a bite to eat at one of Seattle
University'seateries.

bad.
SU has many fine eateries, such
as the Chieftain, theCave andCasey
Commons. But there is one thorn

Katie McCarthy

among theseroses.
The Columbia Street Cafe is the
thorn that has pricked many a finger belongingto health inspectors
from the King County Health De-

SeeBon Appetit on page 3

Redmond: mayor dines on tax dollars,
council members save their pennies
Shaundra Jackson
Adriana Janovich
Meghan Sweet
SpectatorInvestigative Team

MayorRosemarie Ives, whoearns

over$72,000 annually,spentnearly
$50 of city funds at anItalian res-

taurant to dine
during a dinner
meeting. Just
two days later,

reimbursement from the city for
council-related business, Ives indulges her palate on taxpayers'
money nearly

REDMOND— The spread apsion between
pearedfit forroyalty. A fountainof
thecouncil and
fruit, a mountain of muffins, and Ives forkedover
the mayor.
plenty of popadorned a table at the nearly $20 of
"Meals are somethingIfeel very
Redmond CitySeniorCenter. And Redmond's budget to lunch at the
those wereonly the appetizers.
Brown Bag Cafe. Two weeksafter strongly about. Isee so much of
Therefreshments at theRedmond that, she handed out nearly $55 public funds used for meals. You
City Council annual retreatin May from citizens' pockets at Family hear a lot about 'feeding at the
of 1995 included boxed lunches Pancake for an executive team re- public trough.' Ithink it's just
andadinncr.as well
tally wrong,"
as enough appetiznine-year
ers from Redcouncil memmond's Fill Yer
to
ber Cole exBelly Deli for nine
plained recity council memonly
bers.But
seven
seen many
officials held forks
to
city officials
Alin their hands.
schedule their
at
present
though
meetings
retreat,
the
Richard
Cole, Redmond City Council around meals
Cole and Richard Richard
just for that
Member
Grubb, who make
purpose."
$7,200 a year as
Cole,
a
City CouncilmemBoeing employee, does not eat
bers, refused to feast on the food
treatmeal.
providedby taxpayers' dollars.
While Redmond City Council meals atevents which areprovided
According tocity records of the members appear to be thrifty in for by city funds. Cole also does
mayor'spersonalexpenditures,that their personal expenditures, often
See Special Report,page 2
samemonth a yearlater,Redmond spending theirown money without

■nvestificiticn

make
If you are supposedly charged it's
good use of taxpayers' money,

setting a bad example go out and
spend $10 here and $20 there.

Father StephenRowan,Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
has announced that heis resigning
from his position.
Father Rowan declined to comment for this article.
However, in a letter to the department faculty withinthe college
last Wednesday,Father Rowanexpressedadesire to returnto hisfirst
loveof teaching.
"I regret that Father Rowan is
resigning," said University PresidentFather StephenSundborg,SJ.
"He has been an outstanding dean
of a very important college at the
university."
The resignation, which will becomeeffectiveon June 30, came as
ashock to many within thecollege,
who viewed it as abrupt.
However, Father Sundborg is
adamant that Father Rowan had a
goodreason for choosing to withho\d the announcement of h\& resignation.
"(FatherRowan)didn't want his

own resignation to interfere with
theplanning of thecollege,"Father
Sundborg said. "He didn't want it

See Dean on page 4
From the Editor:
Spectator reporters are more
than just writers covering campus eventsand issues they are
student journalists. As such,
these reporters occasionally
leave theSU campustoexamine
issues elsewhere.
In recent months, groups of
reporters went to Kirkland and
Redmond to examinehow their
city councils are functioning.
More specifically, these investigative teams have uncovered
how individualmembers ofthese
citycouncils spendpublic money
at their jobs as public officials.
These examinations revealed
both questionable expenditures
andprocedures that hinder individuals from examining how
their officials spend theirmoney.
In addition,reporters came to
construct gripping personal accounts of the lives of two of
these officials.
The special series of reports
begins here on page one, and
continues on to a special fourpage pullout section in the cenhope you
terof thisnewspaper. I
a
at
good
look the facts
will take
have
journalists
these student
brought to light. f\/\'

—

MM.
McCoid
Editor-in-Chief
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ROTC awards excellence

news
Attention Premedical and Predental Students

»

Students planning to apply for admission to medical,dentalor
veterinaryschool for theclass enteringFallQuarter of 1999 are
encouraged to arrange for a Premedical/Predental Committee
interview and to meetwithDr.MargaretHudson,ChiefPremedi-

cal/Predental Advisor for help with planning. May interview
slotsare fillingup fast,so students shouldcheck soon.Interested
students can talk withHudson individually to discuss the application process. Hudson's office isinBarman 155. Her phone
number is 296-5486 andher e-mailis mhudson@seattleu.edu.
Student Recognition Awards Will be Held on Monday,
May 11
TheannualStudent RecognitionAwards will takeplace MonMay 11 in the Campion Ballroom. The awards honor the
contributions ofindividualsas wellas studentclubs and organizations. Theeventisscheduledtobeginats:3op.m. Freetickets
are available at the Campus Assistance Center, located on the
first floor of theStudent Union Building. Contact the Student
Involvement Office at 296-2525 formore information.

Fday,

Registration for Summer Quarter is Beginning, and StudentsNeedto GetTheirIDNumbers

AlmosthalfwaythroughSpringQuarter, theRegistrar'sOffice
is already preparing for summer registration. The Summer
ScheduleofClasseshasbeen availablesince April 6. Touchtone
registration willbeavailable Wednesday,May 20 throughMonday,May 25. Touchtoneregistration will reopen on June 7, and
be available through June 29 exclusively for summer registration. The Fall 1998 Schedule of Classes will be available on
Friday,May 8. Registrationappointments willbe scheduled for
May 26 through June 5.
Registrar's Office also wantsto remind students to come
early to the Registrar's Office to receivetheir student identificationnumbersandPINs. Although students shouldhavereceived
thesenumbers inthe mail, those whohavelostthemcan get them
at the Registrar's Office, and must do soin order to register.
Students with any questions should contact UniversityRegistrar
Dannette Sullivan at 296-5852.

tThe

SHANE UPDIKE
Staff Reporter
ROTC cadets from both Seattle
University and Pacific Lutheran
University werehonoredlast week
for their achievements in military
science at the 47th Annual
President's Day Review.
"Theawards ceremony is a culmination of the training conducted
in ROTC over the past academic
year," said Captain Daniel E.
Schnock, Assistant Professor of
MilitaryScience,during the opening remarks of the ceremony.
"Theseawards gotothe cadets who
show camaraderie,unity and a willingness to serve their country."
The main part of the ceremony
was the presentation of awards to
cadets from SU andPLU. Awards
weregiven topeoplein every class
for achievements such as highest
GPA,Best Cadet and otherleadership awards.
From the freshman class, Katie
Dunleyreceived the award for top
freshman cadet in ROTC at SU.
Elizabeth Dolan received awards
for both outstanding cadet of the
sophomore class at SUand for being the top sophomore in the entire
Chieftain Battalion.
Eric Setala received the award
for outstanding cadet of the junior
class and for having the highest
GPA of his class. He was also the

tonSocietyof theSons of theRevolution Award. This award goes to
the cadet who shows excellence in
leadership,physical fitness and aca-

demics.
KeithHumereceived awardsfor
the highest score on his physical
trainingtestand for havingthe highest GPA by a senior. He was also
named theoutstanding cadet of the
Chieftain Battalion.
The ceremony closed withare-

StephenSundborg,SJ.
"Thecadetsthat wearehonoring
today all have the common values
of leadership, serviceand academics,"Father Sundborgsaid. "These
cadets havethe opportunity to take
consider most lacka leadinwhat I
ing amongst students today and
what is most important to instill.
This virtue is citizenship."

Molly McCarthy /

Photo Editor

inaugural winnerof the Washing- Father Sundborgcongratulatessenior cadet Keith Hume.

Library displays student poetry
This springmarks the third year
that the chapbooks have been on
display. AccordingtoCumberland,
TheLemieuxLibraryhas recently the chapbooks are normally 16 to
put on display creative writing 24 pages of poetry and illustraworks from studentsin Dr. Sharon tions, and are characterized by a
Cumberland's ENGL 316 course. single theme.
"These are artifacts and one-ofLocated on the second floor of the
library across from the Reference a-kind fine art projects that stuDesk,thebooks offer a unique look dents and their families cherish,"
into some of Seattle University's Cumberlandexplained."Thechapbooks are tangible evidence that
most talented writers.
features
these studentsare poets. Poetsmust
"chapbooks"
Theexhibit
and
find
audiences to fulfill their manthat both the students
Winter
during
wrote
date
as a poet, and that is exactly
Cumberland
Nicole Kidder
Staff Reporter

GraduatingStudent SpeakOuttheWeekis Comingfor the
Weekof May 11

Student Developmentpresents GraduatingStudent SpeakOut
nextweek intheCaseyAtrium. Thespeak outsare scheduled for
Monday-Friday from noon to 1p.m., as wellas Monday-Thursday from3:30 to 4:30 p.m. The event gives graduating students
achance to reflect on their past experiencesat SU. Studentsare
nominated to participate in the speak outs by faculty and staff
members, and are asked to talk about their feelings about their

A Debate on Women in the Church Will Be Held on
Monday,May18

The Gaffney Chair will present a debateentitled "Women in
theChurch: VictimsorPerpetrators?"onMonday,May 18,from
noon to 1 p.m. The debate, which takes place in the Casey
Atrium, willdebatethequestionofwhether womenareprimarily
responsible for their own oppression in thechurch today. The
debate willfocus on women'sstruggle for equalityin the Catholic churches of Brazil and the U.S. Two presenters will offer
opposing viewpoints.

view of all the troops andremarks
by University President Father

Uz Rankos / Spectator

Chapbooks areon display at the library

Quarter. The word "chapbook" is
derivedfrom "chapmanandbook,"
and is defined as a small book or
pamphlet containing poems, ballads or religioustracts.

what this exhibit does for them."
Each book is highly personalized, unique and expresses the
writer'screative talents.Instead of
a written final exam, students are

given the opportunity to put all of
their hardwork throughout thequarter to use.
"This is a great final for the students in my class," Cumberland
claims. "A simple letter grade is
ineffectual,because itdoesn't help
the student improve their writingat
all. Ido give themagrade on their
project,butI
also writethemaletter
to discuss and review the books
they write. Itismuch morebeneficial to them."
Thestudents canchoose anytopic
thatthey want, as longas the poems
have a reason to be grouped together. Accordingto Cumberland,
the students tend to be nervous at
first because they are not sure that
they can produceenoughpoetry to
fill abook.
One student decided to do her
projectonPoland. Entitled "Pieces
of Poland," Dominika Worzynski
wrote several poems about growingup in Poland.
"Idecided to workon this theme
becauseI
needed aunifyingtheme,"
decided that
Worzynski said,"andI
my Polish heritageandmy memories are the most important things
to me."
Doug Dowdy decided to focus
on the duality of soul and one's
own evil nature.
"Many times wechoose thepath
of least resistance, which is often
the most destructive toour nature,"
Dowdysaid. "Mypoemsare about
the path that weshould takeand the
choices wemake that wecan grow

See Poets on page 5
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Bon Appetit: managers are committed to solvingproblems withfood handling
In the black critical items, one
issue that arose was that sacks of
flourand sugar were beingstored
partment.
Recently,Bon Appetit,SU's food on the floor; they should be six
service, was faced with anear-clo- inches above the ground, accordsure. This came as a result of the ing to McLean.
look for when
"Thefirst thingI
temperatureof themelons served.
eating
into
establishan
According to Health Inspector Iwalk
sink,"
said
ment
hand
is the
Bruce McLean, the near-closure
"Any
has
to
inspector
McLean.
stemmed from an unsatisfactory
washhishands."
26,
1997.
inspection on Feb.
During this
inspection,
McLean
docked Bon
Appetit a total
of 45 points in
critical red violations.
The red violations are
items thatrelate
directly to the
protection of
thepublic from
foodborne illness. These
items are not
negotiable,and
must be correctedimmediately. If repeated violations continue,
closureandpermit suspension
is the penalty.
McLean
commented

From page 1

serie chicken so that the temperature is at its peak of 140 degrees.
These additions and improvements satisfied McLean, and the
Columbia Street Cafe passed their
November 1997 reinspection with
flying colors.
Paxton wants to further improve
the eateries here on campus, and
believes hand washing is a very
important issue that needs to be
practiced.
This training ofextensive hand
washing is a part of the program
started in 1996 by Bon Appetit
calledthe "Fact TrainingProgram."
This programeducates theiremployees on the importanceofhand
ference.
Paxton took washing,coolingandreheating,and
this conference storingitems safely.
"With thisprogram wehave a10very seriously,
and required all -minute meeting every day to dismanagers of ev- cuss problems or ideas that emery department ployees have,"Paxton said.
on campus to at"You may think washing your
hands wouldbe sosimple, butthere
tend.
"Even though aresome realspecific stepsweneed
the problems tofollow,because peoplehavehabdidn't pertain to its, and by implementing cleanlisomeoftheman- ness everyday itcanbecomegood,"
agers Iwanted
them to know
that this could
happen, and this
is the result,"
Paxton said.

odsofchilling them, butnoneseemed
to work," Paxton said.
By this time, the Columbia Street
Cafe and Bon Appetit were in the
hot seat because too many violations hadnotbeen fixed. Theywere
sent aletteronMarch7, 1997,charging them one half of their annual
permit fee of $230 for a third
reinspection/reinstatement.
After Bon Appetit received the
letter, they paid
for the fine, and
McLean invited
the manager of
Bon Appetit to
comeinforacon-

Health Code Violations by Bon Appetit
in the Columbia Street Cafe

"Everyone

showed up, we
had a full house

in here, and we
discussed every
itemofconcern,"

thatiftheseviolations arc not

corrected,
"Students can

McLean said.
As a result of
meeting, the
the
said bar in the
Columbia Street
Cafe installed a
new refrigerated unit to keep the
sandwich meats cool.
They also improved the temperature of themelons by chillingthem
in a steel bowl and changing them
every four hours.
Bon Appetitalsomade alterations
to the process of cooking the rotis-

Liz Rankos /

get sick."

Alsonotedin Freshman Marina Chapman gets her meal from the
McLean's in- Columbia Street Cafe.
spection were
McLean added that it has not
1 1 black points. The blackcritical
points are items related directly to been uncommon to see the hand
maintenanceoffoodserviceopera- towel dispenser empty at the Cotions and cleanliness. These viola- lumbia Street Cafe. Hand-washtions are important,but thered are ingstations must alwayshave soap
considered of higherimportance. and paper towels at all times.
As mentioned earlier, themeats
After Bon Appetit was notified
at
they
immethe sandwich area of the cafe
about the inspections,
exceeding the safety temwere
change
the
diately made plans to
perature
of45 degrees inthe Febsituation, due to the unannounced
ruary inspecinspection that
~^"^~^^"
tion,and again
McLean would
in
the followmake within 14
inginspection.
at
The tuna and
"The maxiegg
salad were
mum number
well above 52
ofredviolation
degrees.
pointsaneating
Once Bon
establishment
Appetit
was
oftheirsizecan
notified, they
get is 35," said
beganto make
McLean. "Bon
thecorrections.
Appetit reHowever,
sponded and
upon
was verycoopreinspection,
erative."
Bon Appetit
Accordingto
still failed to
February
the
impress
Sanitation SurMclean. He
vey Report, the
again
found
violations inthe
problems
with
red critical
temperafood
items category
were problems
According to Janelle Paxton,
with the temperatureofthe melons,
and the sandwich section's meat General Manager ofBon Appetit
on campus, the melons were not
and tuna.
The report also noted problems staying cool enough in the salad
with the rotisserie chicken oven bar.
"We tried many differentmethand hand towel dispensers.

The meats

the

Paxton said.
McLean said that it's normal for
eating establishments to get in a
little trouble every once ina while,
although it is not acceptable.
To insure further success, Bon
Appetit has made many more
changes to be ready for their next
inspection whichis comingupsoon.
The kitchen in the Columbia
Street Cafe has recently installed
gas cooking equipment which is
quicker andmore efficient.
They have also placed sneezeguard protection glass above all
pastries and baked goods.
"Itis anolder building,and creates
some challenges," Paxtonsaid.
Tomake theirestablishmenteven
cleaner,theyinvested ina new sanitizing solution that kills bacteria
and is safe to use on countertops
with food.
Everyday,Paxton walks through
the kitchen at Columbia Street to
makesureherestablishment is running in tip-top shape.
"The most important thing to us
is our food, and if we can serve it
safely, weare doing our jobright."

Spectator
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coolingof
heatingof handwashing
facilities
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temperature

chicken

Number of problems in anidentified area
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sandwich area of

the cafe were
exceeding the
safety temperature
of'45 degrees in
the February
inspection ,and
again in the

following
inspection.

Liz Rankos / Spectator

Students dance the night awayat last Saturday'sCinco de Mayo celebration.
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Dean:faculty petitions against resignation
Father Rowan's position is very
important to the university in the
sensethathenotonlymanages alot
to becomea focusor interfere with
ofdepartments, butalsobecause he
successful
fashion.
highly
the work that the college needed to
Atkins,
Departchairof
the
is
amember of the Deans' Council,
Gary
carry out."
According to Father Sundborg, mentof Communication,listed sev- which helps to determine the acathe resignation was known to him, eral of Father Rowan's demic directionof SU.
Severalfaculty members didwish
acheivements which specifically
as wellas University ProvostJohn
tocomment,simply toexpresstheir
Eshelman, three weeks before it enhanced his department.
Some of these included the cre- admiration forFather Rowan's acwasofficially announced.
of afull-time speech and de- complishments.
ation
Sundborg
and
Eshelman
Father
"I would be happyifhereconsidsupportedFatherRowan'sdecision bate faculty position tohelprevitalteam;
ered,
butIthink he's done a great
to wait before he made the an- ize the university's debate
job
the creation of a tenure-track facfor four years," said TomTaynouncement.
lor,
History Department chair. "If
"I find the situation ironic that ulty position in visualcommunicaloveis
department's
wantingto get back into
his
simply because of the abruptness, tion to enhance the
education;
teaching,
thenlet him."
and the espeople have wondered what was multimedia
journalism
Although
Father Sundborg is
behindit, whenin factnothingwas," tablishment of anurban
high
school
to
see
Father
Rowanleavehis
sorry
minority
program for
Father Sundborg said.
his decision
support
he
does
post,
Father Sundborg stated ada- students.
supported
as
Father
fully
the
as
he
managed
"SteveRowan
colmantly that theresignationhasnothto
wait
to anit,
supported
Rowan's
decision
fairly,
lege
energized
ing to do withtension betweenFainitiatives,
resignation.
new
and
nounce
his
many,
many
ther Rowan and the university's
"We would have hoped that he
higher administration. He stated defended as well as expanded its
would have served longer,"
fact,
that, in
the administraSundborg said. "But
Father
tion has been exceptionally
I
think
we
have torespecthis
s
pleased withFather Rowan'
decision."
performance.
"The silver lining in his
"The College of Arts and
decision to leave the
Sciences has thrived under
deanship
is that he will be
(FatherRowan's)leadership.
to spendmore time doable
for
worked
hard
acaHehas
ing whatheloves, teaching.
demicquality, tosupport facIam grateful for the years
to
ulty of the college, and to
he's given us as dean,"
increase the college's visibilEshelman said.
ity in the community,"
Andeven as faculty memEshelman said. "He's had
Father Stephen
bers
continue to ask Father
notable success onallcounts,
Sundborg, SJ, University Rowantoreconsider,every-

From page 1
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We wouldhave hoped

that he wouldhave
served longer... But I
think we have respect
his decision.

bulV\\s deepestcommUment
hasbeen to thestudentsofthe
college."
Father Sundborg also did

not find it unusual that Father
Rowan chose to leave after serving
only four years as dean.
"I can understand his desire to
return to teaching because ofhow
enthusiastic he is in the classroom
and because of the difficulties of
administration," Father Sundborg
said.
Those difficulties include managing the largest college on campus,with themostdepartments and
diversity of subjects.
FatherSundborgpointedout that
the jobis also difficult because the
CollegeofArtsandSciences signifies "the center of the university
andits commitment to humanistic
education,"pointing out that most
'
ofthe university sCorecoursesare

BSRB
yJS

»B

Anderson brings new
eyes to old ideas

taught byprofessorsofthe college
However,byallaccounts,Father
Rowan was handling his job in a

K_ ffl
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one is acknowledging(heimportanceof the resignation.

President
resources," Atkins said. "Hedidall
this with elegance and asense of

humor."
Atkins is not the only faculty
member who regrets Father
Rowan's decision.
According to Father Sundborg,
several faculty within the college
havebeenpetitioningFather Rowan
to reconsider.
However,manyfacultydeclined
to comment for this article, and
several others did not returnmessagesrequesting comment.
Father Sundborgstated that, besides the abruptness of the departure, another factor which may be
upsetting to people is the simple
fact that Father Rowan was soadmired by his colleagues.

AsAtkins stated, "(Father
Rowan's)decision to resign is an
immense loss."
But the university cannot slow
down for mourning.
This week, the Provost'sOffice
announcedthatthe searchforanew
deanis imminent.

Father Sundborgstated thatanew
dean willprobably be installed by
the beginning of the 1999-2000
school year.
Until then, anactingdean willbe
appointed. TheCollege ofArtsand
Sciences shouldn't suffer during
the transition.
"There'saconsensus among the
members of the college as to the
directionin which itis going," Father Sundborgsaid. "Thatwon'tbe
affected."
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'1 always knew Iwanted to
work in the church.
"Asa woman,Iwaschallenged
to figure out what Icould do,"
Anderson said.
Anderson'svisionbecameclear
in 1970,whenitwasdecided that
females could become ordained
ministers.
Anderson and her husband
Herbert met many years ago at a
CampusMinistry gathering while
Phyllis was a junior in college
and Herbert was apastor.
Now, 35 years later, they are
faced withthe challengeofalongdistance relationship.
Anderson's new job has taken
her some 2,000 miles away from
Chicago, where Herbert is
employed as the Professor of
Pastoral Theology at Catholic
Theological Union.
"Despite the distance and
demands of two careers, we intend tostay very much married...
wethink wecan manage forafew
years, untilHerb either retires or
findsanew challengein Seattle,"
said Anderson,manEasterbulletin toher friends and family.
Andersonhas foundher initial
experienceatSUandtheschool' s
influence and emphasison spirituality to be fascinating.
am reading
"In the evenings I
"
John O' Malley's 'The Jesuit,'
said Anderson, who admits to
havinga temptation to want tobe
a part ofit
However, Anderson realizes
she was hired to represent a different perspective.
With her old house currently
on the market in Chicago, and
plans to make Seattle herpermanent residence, Anderson is
quickly decorating her spacious
officein Casey205ina way that
signifies that sheishere to stay.
Soon,theempty wallspace will
be replaced with family photos,
andthelingering paint smell will
be taken over by the potpourri
smell of home.

____ __
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Call for more information

sionary.

The scent of wet paint stilllingersinthebarrenroom.Anempty
desk, a small table, three cold
metal chairs, and a stuffed book
shelf standalone.
The only rays of color come
from the fieryredflowerof alarge
Blushing Bromeliad plant.
Thisisthe sceneintheofficeof
Phyllis Anderson,54, thenew directorof the Seattle University's
Institute for Ecumenical
Theological Studies.
"Anderson will provide vision,
collegial leadership, counseling,
and oversee curriculum, formation,and recruitment.
"In addition, Anderson will
collaborate withtheexecutivesof
theparticipating denominations,"
said Janet Johnson, the Assistant
Director of Public Relations at
SU.
Anderson, whorecentlymoved
toSeattlefromChicago, spent the
last 10 years directing the theological education in the Division
for Ministry for the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America in
Chicago.
Before that, Andersondirected
pastoral studies at the Lutheran
School ofTheology at Chicago.
"My old job focused on
developingarelationshipbetween
the church andeight seminaries.
"Iamnow atone school relatingbetween 10 different denominations," Anderson said.
Asanordainedminister,Andersonis faced withthe challengeof
workingon theinsideof the Protestant denomination to build a
relationship withall the other religions representedat SU.
Within itsdiverse studentbody,
SUhas students representing the
Lutheran, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, UnitedChurch of Christ,
and Catholic denominations, as
wellas many others.
Asayoungchild,Andersonhad
avivid dreamof becoming amis-
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Alumnus receives government
funding for study in Germany
finishing her Fulbright project in
Berlin. She will be vacating her
apartment soonand it is apossibilfessorRob Deltete.
Helmholtz wasoriginally trained ity that McDonald andhis family
A 1992 Seattle University alumnus recentlyreceived the Fulbright as a doctor, but becameinterested willbeable tolivethere, according
Scholarship which is the U.S. in physics and energy conserva- to Kunz.
Finding employment is somegovernment's premier scholastic tion.
times
difficult for graduates with
"philosophiHealso studied the
award.
in philosophy, so
doctorates
McDonald,
result,
a cal foundations of scientific
Asa
Patrick
method,"
McDonald
and
his family are
former SU honors student who
Deltete said.
Fulbright
project,
hoping
Becauseofthe
nature
thedocuthat
the
spend
of
majored in philosophy, will
will
McDonald'sdigo
University
in
McDonald
willberesearchwhich
into
ments,
a year at Humboldt
Berlin,Germany.
ing in the Germanarchives, where ssertation whenhe returns to Notre
Germany,
While in
McDonald he will be faced with translating Dame, will help hisjob prospects,
previouslymany highly-technical German Kunz said.
be
studying
will
the
TheFulbrightProgram isfunded
unpublished manuscripts and cor- writings.
He will also have the challenge annuallybyanappropriationofthe
respondence of Hermann von
of deciphering the "difficult U.S.Congress,and augmented with
Helmholtz.
McDonaldis the son of SU sec- handwritten script" which charac- contributions fromother participatterizes Helmholtz' s correspon- ingcountries.
retaryemeritus incivil and mechanThe program is designed to enical engineering,Carol McDonald, dence.
McDonald will be leaving for able U.S. students, teachers and
and the son-in-law of SU psycholGermany in August to begin an scholars to lecture,teach,studyand
ogyprofessor George Kunz.
McDonald did not respond to intensive language course in Ger- take advantageofresourcesaround
man to helphim with the transla- the worldto further their academic
requests for comment.
endeavors.In its fifth decade, the
Theaward wasmadeabout three tionworkahead.
wife,Hannah,
two
Fulbright
and their
has offered opportunities
His
weeks ago, and "Pat was very exapproximately
follow
in
200.000 particiSeptember.
to
cited," Kunz said.
children will
in
130
pants
different
countries.
graduate"
Hannah is a "double
Currently working on a doctorJerry
Father
English
professor
of
She
received
a
bachelor's
philosophy
history
ate in the
at
SU.
of
Cobb,
SJ,
graduby
advisor
for
Dame,
faculty
philosophy,
degree
followed
University
of Notre
in
the
ate scholarships, advises students
McDonald'schosen subject forhis a master's in education.
The McDonalds have been in who may wish to ask questions
Fulbrightproject is "oneofthe three
or four most prominent German contact with a woman who is just about the program.

scientists of the nineteenth century,"
according to SU philosophy pro-

MARTI CAMPBELL
Stqffßeporter
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Poets: students reflect on
their personal lives
Front pa%e 2

continued.
The same sentiments are echoed by ex-classmate Sarah
"Having tried myself to write Johnson.Johnson's worksare enknow itis a titled "Window Watching: One
poetry in the past, I
difficult accomplishment," said Woman's Search for Place" and
Lemieux Library head librarian focuses on the search for one's
place in the world.
John Popko.
"I wrotemanypoems about my
"We getpeople fromall walks
of life in our creative writing own search for 'home'in Seattle.
classes," Cumberland said. "Po- It was what wasonmy mind at the
time,"Johnsonexplained. "Cometsare everywhere."
ing
from a small town, Ifound
Miho Benson,an international
myself
feeling alittle lostin this
student from Japan, was featured
in this year's university publicaTwo of Johnson's poems are
tion "Fragments" for her poetry.
"Life,
anddisplayed for the
photocopied
Her chapbook was entitled
Entitled
Women,Generation" andfocuses public to read.
"Home"Homelessness"
and
perceive
the"moonhow women
Revised,"
the
two disBenson,
lessness
According
ment."
to
life,
leave
Johnsonfeelplayedpoems
have
in
many
women
roles
and there are specific moments ing alittle self-conscious.
"Iwonder how peoplereadthem
when one must take a step back
and what their interpretations of
andlook at her life.
"I've onlyexperiencedwriting them are," Johnson said. "Iwonin English for a year and a half, der what they (the poems) say
and the first poem Iwrote was about meandhow the readers see
about a childhood memory," me as aperson."
Worzynskihasnothing but good
Benson said. "I wanted to connect all my other poems to that things to say about the project. "It
was a great class, and the chapone."
"I'm really impressed that my books were a great way to put
works are being featured in the together everything that she had
want the SUcommulibrary andin 'Fragments,' but it taught us. I
nity
to
know
nervous
how many great asalsomakesme
because it
there are here."
piring
writers
l
ife,"
personal
Benson
my
reflects

.
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" A completed resume, including three references.
" A small portfolio of previous journalistic writingand editing work.
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The application deadline isMonday.May11.1998.
Sendapplication packets to:
Megan McCoid, c/o The Spectator, Seattle University, 900 Broadway,Seattle,
WA 98122.
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EDITORIAL
Popular dining spot
needs to monitorfacilities
Students rush from theirclasses to the ColumbiaStreet Cafe to beatthe
long lines that begin to form at noon. They crowd around the sandwich
counter and inspect the display of daily specials steaming on hot plates.
Maybe it's the food selection,or the music blaring from a small radio by
the condiments,or the staff thatkeepSeattleUniversity studentsreturning
to theColumbia Street Cafe.It'sapopular spot forresident and commuter
students, faculty and staff, and even construction workers.
But last year's health code violations by the Columbia Street Cafe
illustrated that the campus community is facing many disappointments
and dangers. In particular, Bon Appetit,Columbia Street's food service,
has been dealing with various handwasbingand meat preparation violations since 1996 serious violations whichthreaten the welfareofdiners.
Although the number of violations has decreased sincethe latest inspections,there are still dangers which threaten the welfareof bothdiners and

—

workers.
As SU's most popular dining spot, Columbia Street serves a large
population of the community every day. And as the community's main
food serviceprovider, thecafeandits caterersholdcertain responsibilities
to the university community. Employees should be trainedin the proper
procedures of handling food which can be easily contaminated with
bacteria. Managers and supervisors should be moreaware of thehabits
and practices of their employees.
Bon Appetit has made several attempts at correcting the violations
which it was cited for. Since its most recent inspection, it has changed
some of its procedures, and worked to meet the standards of health
inspectors. Thecafe has installed new refrigeration units and monitored
rotisserie temperatures. Butmuch still needs to be done. Bon Appetit
needs—to ensure the continued andconsistent practices of its new procedures they cannot just be temporary changes.
Resident students depend on the cafe for meals they cannot cook
themselves. In between classes and meetings, professors often find
themselves at the salad bars and grills. These students and faculty
members should not have to wonder if theperson making theirsandwich

has washediheir hands, or if ihe ovens are hot enoughto kill diseasecausing bacteria. These aspects ofthe cafe's operationshouldbe monitoredstrictly,keepingin mind thehealth ofboth thepatrons whovisit and
the employees whowork there. SU would be at alossif ColumbiaStreet
wasclosed. Hopefully, thecafe willcontinue tomake improvements,and
strive to meet the best health code standards.
The SpectatorEditorial Boardconsists of Megan McCoid, Meghan
SweetandKatieChing. Signedcommentariesandcartoonsreflect the
opinionsoftheauthorsand not necessarilythoseofTheSpectator,that
of SeattleUniversityor its student body.
The Spectatorwelcomes letters to the editor.Letters should be no
more than300 wordsinlengthandmust include signatures, addresses
and telephone numbers for verification during daytime hours. The
deadline for letters is Wednesdayat 3 p.m. All letters are subject to
editing, and become property of The Spectator. Send letters via
campus mailor the postalservice to: TheSpectator, Seattle University,
900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122, or send e-mail to

spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Searching for material
success:
aroundtheworid.
Vacations

Acarfa-everyoneinthe family. Ahomeinthecountry andcellarofrare
wines. As Americans,wevaluematerialsuccess, welookandworkfor
themoneytolinariceourmaterialdreams. Weacheivethis
success" attheexpenseofothers. A|esuituniversity
teadiesustosaaifcesorneofthesedreams,someof
ourowndesiresinorder tohdpagreater portion of
society.togive upsomeofourowncomforts to
develophumanitarianvalues.

forgetthatwehavecommitted to
a foundationofeducation which
asks us to sacrifice some of our
owncomforts andenjoymentsto

Katie Ching
Opinion Editor

helpthosewholiveonourstreets,
receive governmentassistance,
or lack the benefit of an educa-

tion.
They were probably the closest I and misfortune that lie just beyond

willevergettolivingafairytale. Al6-piece jazz band played through the
night, and aCajunband flown infrom
Georgia lured people onto the dance
floor. From country clubs to downtownSan Francisco,these weresome
of the mostexcitingparties Ihad ever
been to.
Icouldn'thelpbutfeelexcitedabout
going tomy friend'sdebutanteparties
andballs. Onceyousteppedinside the
room, it wassoeasy to forgetthat just
outside thehotel,peoplewerebegging
inUnion Square for quarters. Or just
across the road from the clubhouse,
people were tryingtoscekshelterinthe
bushes onacoldCalifornia night.
Youdidn't thinkabout these things
whenyou weredancingwithyour best
mendsorwatchingthedebutantesstridingdown the walkway,making their
symbolic entrances intosociety. And
if you felt guilty about any of this
extravagance, you could rest peacefully in the knowledge that thesepartiesoften raisedmoney tobedonated to
charities.
The people whobenefitedfromthe
money willprobablynevergotoaball,
or have their car shuttled to them by
valets,orbeservedand waiteduponin
a five-star hotel. And thepeople that
raised themoney will probablynever
go toahomeless shelter, or lineupata
soupkitchen, or stepoutof their isolation to witnessthepoverty,destitution

country clubs andcomfortable neighborhoods.
We raise money for the homeless
withpartiesand fundraisers.Weadvocate welfareandfreemedicalcare. But
we do so without knowing what itis
like to behomeless, or toneedmedical
care without having the money, or
insurance topay forit. And as weread
thiscolumn or look at the homeless in
thestreet, wearethankful forourfamilies and friends,
— our insurance cards
andpaychecks we're thankful that it
is not us whoare out in the cold.
A Jesuit education emphasizes the
valuesofservice.communityandcompassion. Through Service Learning,
weareencouragedto personally experience what community service and
compassion are. It is an education
whichplaces importance inaction. A

Jesuiteducationdoesnotlet itsstudents
getby with justgiving their money,or
helping to organize a benefit. It demands work in soup kitchens, or in
—
homelessshelters itdemands that we

giveuppart ofourselves forothers.
Ina community of future doctors,
engineers, teachers, andother professionals, SU is populated by aspiring
students whoexpectsuccess incareers
andintheiradultlives.But whilemany
are busy planning out their lives in
Bellevue,andfuture vacations around
the world, this important aspect ofa
Jesuit educationisallbut ignored. We

We must learnhow tosacrifice part
of ourselves, to learn how togive up
someofourownluxuries sothatsome-

one elsemight find theslightestbitof
comfortin life. Learning whileweare
studentsataJesuit institution,whilewe
are piecing together the foundations
and values of our own futures, will
insure that we do so throughout our
lives.

And perhaps that means we won't
bethedoctorwhohasahouse forevery
season,or the businessman who travels aroundthe world onvacation. Perhaps that means that wewon'tfindall
thematerial successsociety tellsus to
long for. But thosearehopefully the
—
reasonsweattenda Jesuit university
to learn the value of humanity, the
people around us, and the different
communities to which webelong.
Caring for thosecommunities,and
takingpartintheirwelfareforcesus to
stepoutsideofourownboundaries and
isolation. Living the American fairy
taleandsimply donatingmoney without participating in service is not a
solutionto thepovertyandinjusticein
oursociety.Weneedtotakeactionand
responsibility for helping to improve
oursociety.

Katie Ching is a freshman
majoring inbiology. Sheisalso
the opinion editor of The
Spectator. Here-mailaddress
iskhching@seattleu.edu.
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A solution in Ireland requires separation
Since mylast colIhave received many commentsandquestions
about the Northern
Irelandpeaceagreement. Iappreciate
all of them. In re-

In that
case,

umn,

layBalasbas
Spectator Columnist

agreement
to

need

have in order to satisfy both

sides in

sponse to those
comments and questions, I
have decided to take a crack at crafting a
possible solution to solving thecon-

seemingly gettingmostofwhatthey
want,includingan autonomous lo-

flict in Northern Ireland. As Ilaid

for the Republic of Ireland which
strips theirclaimof territoryinNorthernIreland. However, the Orange
Order, a prominent Protestant political group, has urgedits 50,000-plus members to vote no on the
referendum,scheduled tobe decided
on May 22. The Catholics really
have not come out in support or
rejection of the peace agreement,
and it willbe interestingtosee what
positionthey will take. However,it
seems that both sides are still not
menhappy withthe agreement,asI

out in my last column,peace willbe
difficult to achieve inNorthern Ire-

what
does an

caladministrationand areferendum

landbecausethedifferences between
Catholics and Protestants. The
Catholics are the workingclass and
the ethnic minority inNorthern Ireland.TheProtestants arethemiddle
class andtheethnic majority. These
arethe reasons forthe increasing the
resentment between the twogroups.
After looking at the nuts andbolts
of the current agreement, it seems
that anagreementshouldsolvemany
oftheproblems. TheProtestantsare tioned inmy lastcolumn.

NorthernIreland? Anykindofsolution must try to reconciletheintensedif-

ferencesbetween the
Catholics and Protestants. Now,I
offer
my own solution to
achieve what everyone wants: peace in
Northern Ireland.
The way to forge a
strong and lasting
peace is to build on the existing
divide withinthe country. Northern
IrelandisdividedintoNorthernand
Southernareas, witheach areacontainingnearly all of the population
ofbothethnicgroups:Protestantsin

theNorth,andCatholics intheSouth.
Ithink thatNorthern Ireland should
bedisbanded as a nation.Theneach
side can claim the territory it feels
belongs to each country. Eachside
willgetwhatitwants. TheCatholics
willbecome part of the Republic of
Ireland, and the United Kingdom
keeps thenorthernpart of Northern
Ireland as its own territory. This

Since it seems that the people of
Northern Ireland can't agree on a
single idea of a nation, why not get
ridof the nation? Without a single
idea, theother parts ofanation can't
unite,andmakeseverythingdifficult
to govern. Thus, by disbanding the
nationofNorthernIreland,oneeliminates the problem of people regarding the government as illegitimate.
Then thepeople are free
be who they want.
Thisis my solution.It
obviouslynot perfect,
and may not even be
workable in reality.

I

Toforge a strong and lasting

peace, NorthernIreland should
be divided so that Protestants
and Catholics live separately.
way, both sides are free to be who
they want. The Catholics can be
Irish, and theProtestantscan beEnglish, if they sochoose. A nationis
more than the physical population
andits institutions,itis also anidea.

However, it seems to

make the most sense to
me. I'dalso behappy to
hear your ideas on how
NorthernIrelandshould

behandled
Jay Balasbas is a sophomore
majoring in political science.
His e-mail address is
balasbas@seattleu.edu.
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0^ Of HAil^
Predictions for the 21st century
FordClary
Spectator Columnist

NowthatI've writtenthe ol'column a couple of times, Ifeel as
though some of you readers think
—
of us as friends. This is great I
think we shouldbefriends, just not
too close. Anyway, that is beside
the point; the point is that we are
friends. Oh yeah,and also thatIam
psychic. So I'm your psychic
—
friend just likeDionneWarwick.
Andbecause you are my friends,
Ithink you are entitled to a little
glimpse into the millennium. So
let's jump into our super-crystalbal1-tarot-card-covered-time ma-

chine, and see what the future will

bring.

" May 9,2003: Congress passes

anew billthat will makeitpossible
for the government todeclare a site
a national embarrassment, and
therefore sendrabid weasels to destroy the offending area. This bill
will be similar to the current one
that allows something to be declared anational landmark,except
that instead of receiving government money and becomingapopular tourist spot, any place that is
declared a national embarrassment
will have any funds seized,and it
willbecomeapopularvacation spot
for rabid weasels.
" May 10, 2003: Congress, takingadvantage of the new law,declares the birthplace of musical
groupHanson to be anational embarrassment. Immediately,4,753
rabid weasels are airlifted, and
dropped on the future black hole
known as Hanson's hometown.
" December 19,2003: BillGates

finalizes hisplantobuy Christmas.
He will reprogram it, make everyone wait six months, and then distributeit on theInternet. After that,
he gives it back to everyone at no
cost. Whenreportersaskhim why,
heexplains, "It just didn't giveme
that sense of power Iwas looking
for, Imean it's just no fun when I
have to compete with Hanukkah
and Kwanzza."
" June 12, 2004: The Mariner
bullpen gets its first save since the
1998 season. ManagerLouPinella
remarks, "They have done a great
job the wholetime.I
just think they
couple
of
bad
breaks."
had a
" August 7, 2004: The DepartmentofMotor Vehicles breakswith
tradition and hires a friendly employee.
" August 8, 2004: Said DMV
employee is fired for whatis determinedto be "conduct that is a detriment to theprofession." Theincident report shows that a customer
whohad justbeen in the DMV had
left with "a feeling that life was
worth living and small traces of
self-esteem."
" September 9, 2005: For the
first time in recorded history, all
three local network weathermen
predict the same thing;shockingly,
it comes true. Just for the record,
the forecast called for rain.
" November 17, 2006: "Rocky
XVII" is released. Huge crowds
(lock to seetheItalian Stallion lose
in the first four minutes. Just kidding, he knocks out Mr. T's pet
goat's trainer's sonafter being be-

hindthe whole fight.
"January1,2007: The
brains behind college
football' s BowlAlliance

finally figure out a system thateveryoneunderstands and is pleased
with. Ironically, every
teamfinishes withthesame record,
and the whole sport isdeclared national champion.
" May 14, 2007: Ford Motor
Company, after seeing the success
of Volkswagentriggeredby the release of their new Bug, decides to
rerelease thePinto.Unlikethe Bug,
which had a two-year waiting list
for its customers,the Pinto willsell
six cars total. A despondent Ford
executiveremarks, "I don'tunderstand, a Pinto is just like a Bug
except that it explodes when you
hit it from behind."

" December 20, 2008: Rapper

outer space.

The same NAwSX

Puff Daddy's latest single "I'm the spokesman tells the world, "Never
Puffiest" hits number one on the mind. We thought that wewereon
charts. Inan interesting side note: to something,but then werealized
when the single was originally re- that it was only the SpiceGirls. So
leased, no one knew who hadre- much for intelligentlife out there."
corded it,because it was not justa Norescue plans have beenmade.
"March23,2oll:DionneWarwick,
cheesy knock-off of a good song
that had already achieved success. usingfunds"donated" by her psychic
" June 19, 2009: Scientists in friends, builds a time machine. She
Texasfinddefinitive proofofintel- sendsitbacktoMay1998andinstructs
ligent life in outerspace. The crea- itspilot, whojusthappenstobealiquid
tures, which were locatedon Mars, metal robot, to beat me severely in
are characterized by bright cloth- response tomy poking fun at her. Ifa
ing and shrill voices. A NASA friendly-lookingcopholdingapicture
spokesman noted that, "Although ofmeapproachesyouandasks,"Have
you seen thiskid?" pleasesay noand
we do not really understand these
creatures,wethink thereis a strong run away.
possibility thatthey willbe annoying."
a freshman
" June 20, 2009: Scientists in Ford Clary is
majoring in journalism. His
Texas rescind their previous state- e-mail
is
address
ment that thereis intelligentlife in
fclary@seattleu.edu.

campus Comment

Should birth control be available at SU?
"Idon't think they should give will,infact,besexually active, and saying that promiscuous activity
to provide it is good, but it happens, so you
birth control on campus, since it is only responsible
—
—
university.
just
Darajolly,post-bacmight as well try to preventit."
It
for them."
thisisaJesuit
seems wrong,against the whole
Catholic teaching. I'mnot sayingI'm against birthcontrol. At
aJesuit institution,thereare certainmoralsandbackgrounds,and
certain things they should support andnot support Contraceptionisn'toneof them,becausein
the Catholic church, sex before
marriageis asin. Tosupport that
wouldbebadand wrong." Alex
Contreras,freshman,Creative
Writing

—

"Yes,I
believe that birth control shouldbegiven outoncampus. Ithink that college students

calaureate,General Science

"Yeah, because I
think that in
today'sday andage it'smoreideal
for us to be aiding protective sex
instead of trying to keep it from
happening. I
think it's happening
more than everyone wants to realize." —Erin Wilson, freshman,
Nursing

"Ithink that birthcontrol should
be given out on campus, because
collegestudents tend to be promiscuous,andfreeaccess to that sort of
contraception couldreduce the risk
of promiscuous activity. (Iam)not

David Farkouh, sophomore,
Economics

"The school should provide information on birth control and
where it'savailable at a low cost
for students. But because it's a
Catholic university,theyshouldn't
provide it for the students. But as
longas students havethat resource
for information, then Ithink the
universityis stillhelpingthosewho
needit." Amy Smedsrud, junior,English

—

Campus Commentiscompiled
byAngela Naughton.
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Policing the Broach
A ride-along with one of SFD'a officere out
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Building Scis nearly deserted
0

Few students study on the lawn
lacing the new chapel. Other than

dangerous forthem to be out here."
At 7:33 p.m., a call comes in
GameWork, Caffee-Rowe thinks
she remembers seemga g.rl match-

en

intheßox.She.rnsthecararoun,

an, around Broadway a
coupleblocks away,the streetsand

Cal
eParad.sLdshWsummer
nweso.
clothes. Cars
dar, through

---r^a^^to
Threeminutes later she drive,th-

construction cones as pedestrians
enjoy the warm weather.Patrolofncer Helen Caffee-Rowe arrives
for work in time for 7 p.m. rollcall
a, -he SeattlePolice Department's
Hast Precinct. Tonight, the full
squad, s.x officers in lour patrol
vehicles,is on duty.
Caffee-Rowe a four-year SPD
officer, works th.rd watch.She patrols Broadway from 7 p.m. to 4
a.m. four nights a week. Orig.nally

"We also get
lot o no.se complaints when the
weathergets better. Inthe summer,
we'llhave a string of robberies.
Other problems Caffee-Rowe
looks out forinclude public drunkenness and panhandlers She dec.des to cru.se downMelrose Ayenue, a street recent.y h.tw.th a
series of car prowls. 111 dnve
through there tomake mypresence
known several t.mes amght, she

iamPattersonCollegein New Jer-

tratingpart of police work is no,
havingenough time toget to know

SrTJh^ttS'Z!
STy^SiitwS:
become apolice officer as long
, she can remember
wantedto
—ever since Iwas a little kid,"
c says

"/Swhatl^always

Afterroll call, Caffee-Rowe stops
her locker before headingdown
"
cold concrete steps to the gaSe.She unlocks the doors ofher
patrolcar and begins checkingunder the seats and on the floor for
anything that might be left over
from the last user noting that suspects sometimes stash weapons or
drugs to hide them frompolice. At
7-26 pm she logs onto the computerin herpatrol vehicle. Minutes
she teststhe siren,pulls out of
"garage heads west and takes a
'ht ontoBroadway
"There's a lot of people out and

ler

out" she observes. "As the
weather gets better, we have more
problems with street kids. They
come here from all over the coun■i

1

area,

she

well as she would like. lama very
talk to
A ofthe
are short-staffed and Idon't get to
do that follow-up," shesays."That's
frustrating."

According to Caffee-Rowe, her
most memorable experiencein her
fouryears of police work was findingher first dead body. "I'll probably always remember that," she
says. "We don't get a lot of dead
bodies. It's pretty random."
She also remembers the discovcry of the body of former SU student Douglas Martin in an underCampion
ground utility vault
ToweronJan. 13, 1995."Ithink the
call originally came in as a dead
cat," she says.Often, DOA calls in
this neighborhood involve elderly
people who live on the Hillanddie
ofnatural causes,she says.
At7:47p.m.Caffee-Rowe drives
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They get into the

down an alleyin the 1100 block of
East Pike. A small blue car blocks
theexit.
"There's a bar next door," she
says. "A lot of times, band members leave their cars here. We tell
them overand over again not todo
it.SometimesI
can sit herefor 10or

15minutesandnooneevercomes."

She checks out the license plate
number,places acall requestingan
impound, and beginsto writea $23
ticket. Two college-age men approach the vehicle.
"Stay right there 'til I'm done
with your ticket," she warns the
men over the PA system.
"He's got outstanding parking
tickets.He knows what he should
and shouldnotbedoing," she says,
before canceling the impound request.Caffee-Rowe gets out of the
car and hands
the owner the
ticket."Hisexcuse was he

car quickly and prepare to drive
away.
Four minutes later, she decides
todrive through Volunteer Park, a
popular spot with SU joggers.
"We have a problem with men
meetingin the park for anonymous
sex in the bushes. We'll find
needles.It's pretty frustrating. It's

a family place, a nice park," explains Caffee-Rowe, who has
caught men in the act.
She shines her light into the undergrowth, spotlighting a man's
legs. The man, who appears to be
alone, scoots off deeper into the
brush. It grows darker. "There's a
lot of pedophiles in the neighborhood,alotofregisteredsexoffenders," she says as she heads out of
the park toward
the alley in the
1100 block of „-,, ,/ ,i
Fiast Pike.

Birdseed now
the
didn'tseea'no ground.
parking'sign," "Someone's
been feeding the
she says.
At
7:52 P'geons," she

I
I

p.m.,she pulls
out of the alley, heading
east. With the
sky growing

I dark, Caffee-
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rolofficer Helen Caffee-Rowe has been with theSPD'sEastPrecinct, just blocks away
from SU,forfour years.
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Approx.mately 20 mmutcs alter
the call came in, Caffee-Rowe
searches for the suspected shoplifter.Noonematch.ng tnedescr.pt.on shows up
"He might shopl.lt at another
store.Sometimes they do that, she
says.
As she passes Seattle Centra
Community College, a group of
guys begins to jaywalk. They see

Caffee-Rowe approachingand step
back. "Good call," she tells them.
At 9:21 p.m., she pulls into the
East Precinct's garage to write a
report of the shoplift. Desk officer
Steven Smith s.ts in the semi-lit
lobbyas patrol officer MitchKane
helps a woman situate her four
young children and their overnight
bags ina policecar parked outside,
An upset young
woman walks up
to
the desk, ex,i1ItUl S trl6 trllYlg plainingataxicab
driversideswiped
nUnni +hi<Z
ink
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her car. As she
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observes."When
1 drive through
here at night the
later, she passes
anoldapartment
building on her
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called police, he
drove away
Smith goes outside to investigate
the damage.
At 10:03p.m.
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place
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intoevidence.She
tape
night,"
stabbing
heretheother
had a
shenotes."Ilike todrive byand see is back in the car less than 20minwhatcarsare parkedout front. A lot utes later to cruise down Melrose
of people think police work is ex- Avenue. ManySUstudents livein
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way beat

Campus

tof theEaet Frecinct
nearby buildings.
A call comes in regarding phone
harassmentin the 600block ofEast
Roy. Three minutes later, CaffeeRoweknocks onthe apartmentdoor.
A man in his late 20s plays a conversation hehas recorded and explains amanhehas nevermet continues to harass him, making approximately six calls tonight.
Caffee-Rowe has the number traced and explains she will contact the man tonight.
She is back in the'
car about 20 minutes
later. A call comes in about a suspect who robbed a man on
Broadway for $50 and a pack of
cigarettes.Hisdescription matches
the one of the video store shoplift
earlierthisevening."Ibet that'sthe
same guy," she says.
She cruises around looking for
him withno luck. At 11:05 p.m.she
places a call for backup to contact
the phone harasser. She meets the

responding officer in front of the

crime

The lowdown on what goes down

run-downapartment building inthe
Central District andby 11:12 p.m.
they knock on the door of the firstfloor apartment. An elderly manin
his underwear answers the door.
Caffee-Rowe questionshimfor severalminutes before trying the apartment upstairs. WhileCaffee-Rowe
tries to determine the inhabitant's
proper identification, her
back-up checks the other
rooms. When he comes
back, hereports the toilet
is overflowing and rats
livein thebackroom witha
bowl of something that looks
days old. The man denies making
any harassingcalls."Iamanartist,"
he says, then decides to tell the
truth. Caffee-Rowe warns him
against making further harassing
calls. At 11:49 p.m.,she is back in
hercar,headingtoward theprecinct.
The SU campus stands dark and
deserted. "That's the thing about
this job.Everyday is different. You
just never know," she says. "You
get a little bit of everything."

"This does not mean that we
shouldreston ourlaurels,"he said.
AssociateFeaturesEditor
"While there is less frequency of
serious crime on campus, we still
Department of Public Safety■ need tomaintain theproperlevelof

Jesse Woldman

Manager Mike Sletten pulls outt
three sheets of paper from a thick:
notebookandeyes themcarefully.
Hereads off different crimes that:
have occurred on the Seattle Uni-

—

versity campus this year. Auto
—
theft threetimes. Auto prowl
18 times. Malicious mischief,
whichincludes vandalismofcam—
pus property 52times sinceFall

Quarter.
Don' t get the wrongidea.Sletten
says students and faculty should

awareness."

A particular areaof concern is
drug use on campus. There have

been a totalof 15 narcotic-related
incidents reportedthis year,primarily in the residence halls. Sletten
saidthat all 15cases haveinvolved
marijuana.
Sletten also considers underage
drinking to be aproblem on campus. There were 14 alcohol-related
criminalincidents reportedoncampus through the endof April.

Seattle area.Headded that the SU
community is stillaprimelocation
for these types of crimes,and that
these crimes often happen in
bunches.
"Theuniversityhasalotofparking areas and a lot of people,"
Sletten said."TheSPDhas thrown
alot ofresources in that way, but
weare stilla big target."
Since the assult of a woman
walking from a coffee shop to
Xavier Hall during Fall Quarter
more students havebeenusing the
campus escortserviceprovidedby
SU.But Sletten feels that students
should be evenmore awareofthe
benefits of this service.
"(The use of escorts) tends to
drop off during the spring when it
stayslighterfora longer amount of
time," he said.
"But escorts are still a number

becautious when hearingthefacts
"Alcohol and substance-abuse
about campus crime. While these problems oftenresultinother types
figures may seem high, facts can of incidents,like sexualharassment
bedeceiving.
ordisorderly conduct," Slettensaid.
"There has been a decrease of "Thesecrimes are oftenrelated."
campus crime over the years," TheDepartmentofPublic Safety onepriorityforus. We suggestthat
Sletten said."When Ifirst arrived is not a police department. It is if you don't call for one, walk
on campus, there wereabout six to made up of a part-time staff of together ingroups."
eight auto prowls a week in this support officers, and 18 students
According toSletten, asure-fire
precinct.Now, we working primarily out of the resi- waytobe avictimofcampuscrime
average aboutth- dence halls. When crimeoccurs on is to leave items unattended in the
ree amonth."
campus, the service works along- bathroom orlibrary.
Auto prowls side the Seattle Police Department
"Therearepeople whotakebuses
fall into the cat- to make sure that the problem is down to collegecampuses just to
egory of street- dealt withaccordingly. Thismeans watch for students to leave their
levelcrime, which sometimes alerting nearby SPD items while they go to the bathhave fallen off a officers by police radiothat a sus- room," he said."Students need to
watchfor those scenarios."
great deal since pect ison theloose.
Out of the 108 crimes that ocSletten first be"There are two main functions
came managerof that we serve along with the local curred on campus in the Fall, stuPublic Safety. precinct," Sletten said. "First, we dents were victims 25 times.
When he arrived talk with the victimandmake sure
The rest of the crimes reported
at SU in April of that he orsheis okay.Then, wewill wereeither committedby students,
1986, gang activ- generally conduct anareaseach." ordealt withas "preventativemeaity in the area was According toSletten, onnumer- sures" to ensure the safety of the
on the rise. As ous occasionsPublic Safety mem- SU community.

Steve Ford /

Spectator

Broadway bustles with activity when the weather gets warmer.

gangs have sub- bers have spottedsomeone attemptsided over the ing to break into a vehicle, and
years, so has the notified police cars in the district.
crimethat was of- Whenthe suspectstepsoffcampus,
ten associated anSPDofficeris waiting withlights
with them.
flashing and handcuffs out.
"We have come full circle th- "The cars will pull up on the
rough a lot of hard work in the sidewalk and make an arrest,"
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community," Sletten said."These
typesofsituationshavegreatly deescalated."
Despite thisprogress,Slettenhad
warning
for the SUcommunity.
a

Sletten said. "It happens time and
time again."
While auto prowls are on the
decline at SU, theycontinueto be a
common occurrence in the greater

ILast Call]

fsummer!

While this number may seem
low,Slettensaidthat theamountof
—
victims can be even lower with
some help from students.

"Everyoneneeds toparticipate,"
Sletten said.
"Theless disjointed thecommunity is, the more progress wecan
make.
"With the communication and
connectionbetweenourserviceand
theResidence Hall Association,at
least a seedhas been planted."
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"Titanic" this, Earthling
Christopher

books so far with anew one in the
works),but he definitely got some
assistancefrom Jones.
Adamsoriginally conceived of a
celestial equivalent to a similarly

Wilson

Copy Editor

—

Quick! What's better a dead
parrot nailed to its perch or a PanGalactic Gargleblaster?
Ifthe answer isn't glaringly obvious, it's time to check out
"Starship Titanic," the bizarre yet

"A Midsummer's Night's
Dream" comes to
Greenstage
Greenstage will present Shakespeare's timeless tale oflove
and magic at the LangstonHughes Cultural Center aspart of
their 25th anniversary season. The play runs May 15-31.
Ticketsare $10for adults,and$8 for seniorsandstudents. Call
(206) 748-1551 for moreinformation.

"You are about to see an
opera for beggars..."
"Three Penny Opera" closes the Seattle University Drama
Department'sspectacular seasonon a high note.Directed by
Xi Gottberg, this promises to be quite a fitting, musical
capstone for staff,faculty andstudents to enjoy. Withincred-

ible music fromKurt Weill and originalbook and lyric by

BertoJt Brecht, where else could one enjoy scenes from a
stable, the streets of 1837 London,abrothelanda"deathcell"
allinone show.Ithas takenacollaboration ofnearly theentire
Fine Arts community to make this three-act classic come to
life.For example,FineArts instructorDr.LiseMann takesthe
helmas musicaldirector. Mann,inturn, hasenlisted thetalents
of Dr. Joy Sherman; vocal instructor Ann Wopat; assistant
chorale director Joseph Tancioco; and Village TheatreMusicalDirector R.J.Tancioco,as wellas composer, arranger (and
Fine Artsinstructor)Jim Ragland.
With only seven shows in the fabulous Pigott Auditorium,
tickets are going to go fast.The show runs fromMay 11-16 at
Bp.m.,withamatineeat2:3op.m.onMay 17. Come celebrate
Brecht's 100th birthday. "... since the opera was conceived
withasplendor only abeggar could imagine, andsinceithad
to be so cheap evena"beggar could afford it,itiscalled "The
ThreePenny Opera.' Formore information,call 296-5360.

imaginative new computer game
from Douglas Adams, author of
"TheHitchhiker'sGuide tothe Galaxy."
With co-authorship credited
' to
TerryJones ofMontyPython sFlying Circus,"Starship"is a hilarious
journey through themost advanced
spaceship in theknown universe.
Unfortunately, the ship's artificial,computerized mind has gone
completely bonkers.
In the game,an advancedcivilizationat theheart ofour galaxy has
constructed the biggest, most opulent starship ever, which is dedicated to plying the heavens as a
hedonistic pleasure cruiser.
Christened "Titanic," she represents the height of technological
supremacy, a ship on which nothing can ever go wrong.
In theory.

At the start of her maiden voyage, the ship wobbles to the left,
leans to the right, and suddenly
undergoesSMEF(SuddenMassive
Existence Failure). So the game
begins when the starshipreappears
—
in the player's house and she's
over amilehigh.
Acrew of malfunctioning robots
and a semi-deranged parrotinhabit
the ship.
Theplayerprogresses byattemptingto undoa saboteur's handiwork,
wheedling an upgrade to a firstclass cabin while the ship's brain
growsincreasinglyschizophrenic.
Consequently,thevarious robots,
suchas theDoorbotand theBellbot,
respond toqueries with suspect information andoccasional violence.
Do not be misled, this is not a
"whack and splatter" gorefest like
"Quake" or "DukeNukem".
This benefit means no running
around trying tofind supplies which

doomed cruise liner that's grabbing headlines nowadays,but he
was working on too many other
projects to pursue it.
Jones asked if he could use the
idea in astory he was workingon,
and a "Starship" wasborn.
(The deadparrot nailed toa perch
is from an old Python skit, and a
Gargleblasteris themost powerful
alcoholic drink in "Hitchiker's.")
Adams appears in the game's
can distract the player from the introduction,imploring the player
goal ofthe game. The interface is to "stop messing about and get on
the mouse, which is effective in with it."
Other Python members supply
navigating the ship and operating
voices forvarious characters,from
different devices.
Players can alsouse the keyboard EricIdle as the ex-militaryDoorbot
to John Cleese as an easily disto ask the robots for information.
natutracted time bomb.
UsingSpookiTalk, thelatestin
"Starship Titanic,"the novel,is
ral language text parsers, characsome(and
questions
tersrespondto
available through Amazon.comfor
using
times go on rants)
normal $10, but don't buy it in hopes of
getting hints on how to play the
human tone and inflection.
Theamazing part about this fea- game. The two"Titanics,"although
tellingthe samestory,go about it in
ture is that the character responses
completely
different ways.
questo
eachindividual
are tailored
wouldalso
It
be a good idea to
areno
catchall
answers
tion.There
clear up that old hard drive, beto generic questions.
These androids are listening. cause "Starship," with three CDThey evenhave feelings find out ROMs, willtakeupat least 160MB
what happens when someone of space. A full install takes up
swears at them(big mistake).
more than one gig! The recomITiepurposeof"Starship"issimi- mended system specs are a 133
lar to "Myst" and "Riven" in that MHzPentiumwith 16MBofRAM,
the player is tasked to navigate aswellasal6-bitvideocardand4x
through areas and solve intricate CD-ROM drive.
Computergamesare acheapform
puzzles to win the game.
entertainment,considering how
of
games,
other
Unlike those
"Starship" is not a total bore, it's much iime they take to finish.
Often, with run-of-the-mill
fun to play and more interactive.
The scenes are stunningly ren- "hack and slay" games, the allure
dered, with beautiful colors and of the game ends before the game
exquisite detail. Lights and reflec- itself does.
"Starship Titanic" proves itself
tions are accurately splayed across
objects, shifting along with the to be well worth the price. It's
funny, it's irreverent, it's educaplayer'sperspective.
however,
The real joy,
is watch- tional, andit's British. It's a great
way to ease the tension from those
storyline
ing the
unfold.
midtermstudy sessions.
unending
"Starship"isdefinitely thebrainNow,
who
Adams,
author of the
wants a Pan-Galactic
child of
(four
trilogy
Gargleblaster?
"Hitchhiker's Guide"

—

Less "Miserables" as a movie than expected
U-WEN LEE
Staffßeporter
Anyone going to the theater expectingMandalayEntertainment's
"Les Miserables" to be a Broadway-likerenditionofthe acclaimed
musical will be disappointed.
However,this powerful dramais
forcefully told, even without singing, elaborate costumes or stage
gimmickry.
Thislatest movie versionofVictorHugo's novel,"LesMiserables"
is still an epic tale of love, honor
and obsession played out against
thedramatic backdropofearly19thcentury France.
In this, the third film adaptation,
director Rafael Yglesias maintains
the raw emotion and anxiety as he
takes audiences back to see just
how harsh times were in Europe.
"Les Mis" tells the story of Jean
Valjean (playedby Liam Neeson),

whose petty theft earns him a 20-yearprison sentence and alife on
therun.
After breaking parole, he steals
fromthe very bishop whohadgiven
himfoodandlodging for the night.
Despitethis treachery,thebishop
does notpresscharges,much to the
astonishment of the local policemen.

Leaving with the stolen goods,
Valjeanlaterbecomestherespected
mayor of the poor town of Vigau,
and transforms it into a thriving
community.
He devotes himself to, and subsequently falls in love with, the
beautiful but poverty-stricken
Fantine (played byUmaThurman).
Famine's sorrowful death is a

turningpoint in Valjean's life.
He turns
' his attention to raising
Fantine sdaughter,Cosette(played
by bothMimi Newman and Claire

Throughout the film Valjean is
hunted by Javert(GeoffreyRush),
a policemanwhoselifelong search
for Valjean has turned into an obsession which ruinshis own life.
Thisrendition of"LesMis" will
godownas oneof thebest in recent
years,perhapsdueto the pull of the
two bigleads, ThurmanandNeeson.
Theybotheffectivelyemotewhat
must
have been like during the
it
French Revolution a time when
Uma Thurman as Fantine.
foodandshelter werepricelesscommodities.
Valjeandesperately triesto shield
In one scene,Thurman even reher from the dangers of the world. sorts toselling her flowinglocksof
Valjean's relationship with hair for 10 francs just to eat.
Geoffrey Rush, who last year
Cosette is particularly poignant,
because she is the only personhe won an Academy Award for best
confesses toabout histroubled past actor in "Shine," plays out his role
brilliantly as a law enforcer over
as a convict.
As she matures, she falls pas- the edge.
Claire Danes appears as if she's
sionately in love with Marius, a
charismatic youngParisianrevolu- fresh from the set of "Romeo and
Juliet", and is once again being

—

denied the man of her dreams.
Thurman's role as Fantine is
short, but makes a huge impact.

The audience can't help but feel
pityfor her, despite the fact thatshe
has to prostitute herself to earn
enough money to support poor
Cosette.
It seems as if 1998 is going tobe
a good yearfor Thurman.Not only

is she starring in this movie, she
also appears in "The Avengers",
out this summer.
If racked for choice on what to
watch during this month's movie

deluge,"LesMiserables" wouldbe
as gooda pick as any.It has allthe
ingredients of a potential sleeper
amidst the big action movies it
has style, emotion,lavish scenery,
and more importantly, creativity.
While this film maynotquite the
same as seeingthe musical,it's a lot
less expensive than a ticket for a

—
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Artist exchange brings John Lysak to campus
Workshops, slide shows and agallery talk highlight a week of shared inspiration
DONALD MABBOTT
Arts &Entertainment Editor
Tofind themission statement of
Seattle University in action, one
need not venture any further than
the office ofMichaelHolloman.
With the support of Father
StephenRowan, Dean of theCollegeofArtsand Sciences,andCarol
Wolfe Clay, Deanof the Fine Arts
Department,Hollomanhasorchestratedamasterpiece.
Apparently teaching art at SU
isn'tenoughfor Holloman. Development of the whole
' person, which
at
is theheartofSU smission statement, churns his creative juices.
This term, Holloman's vision
spanned not only art, but geography.
He called up former classmate
andartistJohnLysak,andproposed
a swap.
Holloman offered to come to
Lysak's classrooms next term and
elaborate on contemporaryNative
American Art. In return, Lysak's
unique chincolic-styleprints, along
with some monoprints, now line
the walls of the Vachon Room.
Starting next Monday, the artist

will be here to run work-

himself

shops,host aslideshow, andeventually speak
to students
about thepassion and processes of creating his art.

"Trinity" serigraph,lithograph, metal pigment, 38" x42.

gan hiscareer.Hespent muchofhis
timein various teachingpositions
and as a master printer at Stone

sity.

one color of ink. Color has symbolic
reference ,too ,and it's all a part of
making an image richer.
John Lysak

pia, Wash.,

whereheand

Holloman
met. After
earningaMaster's Degreein Fine
Arts from Carnegie Mellon UniversityinPittsburghin1988,Lysak
returned to the Northwest, where
he formedhis artistic style and be-

Press in Seattle.
Lysak now lives in Cambridge
Springs, Pa., and since 1995 has
been an assistant professor of
printmaking at Edinboro Univer-

$671

Pans

$727

Rome

$891

Madrid

.58/8

Athens

$990

I

icongraphy,"
itis possibly moreuseful tounderstand that each print is made by
fixating different papers, adorned
withdifferent images ontop ofone
another.In the printmaking world,
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thatiscapableofthinkingcreatively
under budget constraints.
Artis oneofthe things inlife that
talks a universal language, not to
just thosethat haveacertain skillor
knowledge,but to anyone willing
to be affected by it.
Holloman recognizes thiscompellingaspectinLysak's work,and
wasnot without words to praise his
co-conspirator's talent.
"One of the great attributes of
greatartisthat aviewer will wantto
look at it more than once, for a
varietyofreasons,"Holloman said.
"A desire to look back and an opportunity forreflection."
Holloman brought more tocampus than the work of a gifted artisan,hehasalsoliterally brought the
entire exhibition process into his
classroom as a learning tool.
"This has beena great teaching
experience," Holloman said, "because it has provided us with the

multi-layered

THIS YEAR A LOT OFCOLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

—

Culturally richer is what weall
become when we participate and
support events linked to the Fine
Arts Departmentorany department

tistically and
spiritually.

HIII»lJli!ll
London

reference, too, and it'salla part of
making an imagericher."

His current exhibit, presented
courtesyoftheLisaHarris Gallery,

/ was getting tired of laying down just

Lysak
grew up and
attended collegeinOlym-

"

this layeredcollage is called "chin
co!16."
However,Lysak is very adept at
monoprints as well; achievingthe
same depth in prints featuring
nudes, animals and angels.
Noneof his chin colle prints in
this exhibit are editioned.
In other words,he doesn'tmake
one final masterand thenrunoff a
gazillion copies. In the corner of
each print is inscribed 1/1, or one
print of one master. This uniqueness given to each piece makes
eachpiece priceless,whichmirrors
Lysak's gift.
He shares this gift with our
conmmunity in each enchanting
vision.
"Iappropriatematerialfrom varilook for material
ous sources andI
thatis fairly symbolic,"Lysak said
duringarecent interview,'andthen
I
thinkaboutwhatthesymbolsmean
in the universal context and then
what they mean to me."
Thisuse of symbolism is prevalent inmost of Lysak's work.
In "Trinity," part ofa four-print
series, the reoccurring theme is a
slaughteredlamb,positioned under

ARMY.BEwww.qoarmy.com
ALL
= YOUCAN BE.

"

Horn andSeedDervish" serigraph, lithograph, monoprint, 1996,

enlarged religious imagery. Each
speaks volumes, andeach tellinga
different story.
Lysak used Adobe Photoshop to
capture theseimages, scanned from
assorted historical texts. He even
had toincorporate largerprinters to

opportunity for the seniors to look
at therealities of:havingto install a
show,ifashowhas to be packedup
and sent somewhere, the actual
hangingand decision-makingprocessof whatlooks good where.It's
beenarealactivelearningprocess."

One of the great attributes ofart is that a
viewer will want to look at it more than

once.
MICHAELHOLLOMAN
attain the 38inch by 42inch sizeof
eachpiece.
"Trinity" and others like i,t such
as "Geometric Sequence" and
"Seed Halo," share a metallic, iridescent quality.Another thingthese
particular pieces have incommon
is that the viewer can find somethingnewat eachvisit-abit ofsculpture,ageometricdrawingorahand
"Iwas getting tiredof just laying
downonecolorof inkandcalling it
done,"Lysak saidof this surprising
characteristic."Colorhas symbolic

.

Lysak will conduct printmak-sing workshopsonMonday,Tuesday and Wednesday ofnext week
and show aslidepresentation Tuesday at noon.

On May 14, Holloman will play
host tohis formerstudiomate.Lysak

is scheduled to speak and open the
floor forquestions about his artand

hismuse from 4-7 p.m.
For more information, please
contact theFine Artsoffice at 296-5360 orMichael Holloman at 296-5632.
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ASSU Council

The Press Box
MATT ZEMEK Associate Sports Editor

confronted

THE LAST
HONEST COLUMN

with D-II issue

Baseballisalsolikelifeand religionin this sense:
Great is baseball: the national tonic, thereviver
you think you have all the answers about
whenever
ofhope, therestorerofconfidence.
baseball, the game shows you somethingnew about
-The SportingNews
thehuman experience,something that challengesthe
sunset,
way you liveand look at the world.Youcan'ttakeit
weeks,
intothe
Inthe nextfour
beforeI
ride
granted.
the
ofChieftain
athletics.
for
space
this
willaddress state
column,"
Religion
result,
sports
honest
a
is the same way:if you think youhaveit
my
Asa
thisis "last
out,
figured
you become stagnant and you don't
of
all
speak
aspects
about
the
on-field
final chance to
sports,not administrativepolicies or economiccon- grow. A strong faith is one that always searches for
greatermeaningandnew ways of servingothers.In
siderations.
What, then, shouldbethe subjectof mylast honest baseball, youalways have to view situations with a
fresh perspective and an eager mind. Otherwise,
column at SU?
you'll get whipped.
There can be only one possible topic:baseball.
(If this seems too abstract for you, just look at the
Baseball, ifyou ignore the off-field debacles that
haveerodedits popularity, isstill theour greatgame. SeattleMariners.Short of winningthe World Series,
Baseballhasa particularly American flavor.Hav- this city has witnessedalmost every baseball experiingto throw or hita95mph slider (letalonea95mph ence imaginable since 1995.)
Another unique aspect ofbaseballis very relevant
fastball) isa skill that necessarily requires constant
work,
reflecting theAmerican wayoflife:hitch to America as she approaches a new century and
hard
bootstraps,
upyour
roll upyour sleeves,andachieve millennium. As our lives become more and more
hectic, baseball remains a game that is not a fastthe American dream.
paced
individuor boisterous spectacle. Baseball is a slowsport,
baseball allows
Whileitis a team
movineanddevelI£,
I* !
II
VII

aisiopenormana

thrive on their
own.It's up to the
batteror pitcher
andnobodyelse
toget the jobdone.
Acatcher cancall

——

the pitch, and a
third-base coach

can give signs to
thebatter,buteach
player must perform when called
upon. In this respect, baseball
promotes American individualism notacancerous selfishness,
mind you, but an
honest,
hard-

—
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Baseball breaks your heart. It is
designed to break your heart. The
game begins in the spring, when
everything else begins again, and
it blossoms in the summer,filling
the afternoons and evenings, and
then as soon as the chillrains
come, it stops and leaves you to
face thefall alone.
a. bartlett glamatti, former
Commissioner of baseball

severingbrand ofindividualism.
Baseball also rewards the American desire for
equality of opportunity. While hoops and football
have time clocks, the length of baseball games is
dictated by how many outs there are. If you keep
gettingbase hits,you'llkeepplaying.As longas new
opportunities arecreated and taken advantageof, a
baseball game will continue. That's why they say,
"It's not over until thelast man is out."
As American as itis,baseball does not justreflect
thebest ofthe American character. Baseball puts its
fans and players intouch withthe larger realitiesand
questionsof life, the greatest challenges that human
beings can face.
Thoughitemphasizesruggedindividualism,baseballalso demands humility and patience,a recognitionof one's human shortcomings and limitations.
Consider thatahitter whofails 60percent of thetime
(a .400 hitter) is considered an immortal in the
game'sannals. Thelast timeaplayer failed less than
60 percent of the time was in 1941, when Ted
Williams hit .406 he failed only 59.4percentofthe
time.
Baseballis just like life:it's playedday after day,
witheach game having its ownunique rhythm and
flow. In much the same way,each new day in life
bringsits ownemotions andchallenges,for wenever
get out of bed the exact same way. If you let a
crushing 16-inning defeat get to you, a six-game
losing streak is likely to follow.Baseball forces you
to get up the nextday and forget bothyour previous
successes and failures.Youcan' t reston your laurels,
but neither can you get too down on yourself.

—
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oping drama, a
tense, theatrical
play with nine
acts and maybe
evenmore.
If wecan appre-

—

ciate the rich tension of a baseball

game,wemight be
able to overcome
the inclination towardinstant gratithat
fication
plaguescontemporary Americanculture. Savoring a
baseball game is
about savoring
life's simpler and
finer pleasures,the
little

nflr_

wonting anu per-

I*l I
VJUW

experiences

that can convey such powerful meanings. Since we
can't take things for granted, as baseball teaches us,
thenwe must remain attuned to the simpler parts of
life, the rich facets of thehuman condition that can
become meaningless if weignore them.
Baseballis the thinking person'sgame, the sport
that rewards an active and searching mind. Each
pitch is a contest of both the intellect and the will.
Pitchers and batters not only try to outguess each
other theybattle forterritorial rights tohome plate.
—
Ifa batteris afraid to stand inagainst anasty pitch
say a Randy Johnson fastball he willnever beable
tohit apitch onthe outside corner,evenifhe expects
it. Successfulbaseball is built on smarts and guts.
Smarts and guts... isn't that kind of what SU is
supposed tomake us think about? We need to have
the skills to exact change in the world, but that
knowledgemust becomplementedbyacompassionatelove ofothers, a willingness to risk ourselvesin
communal relationship withtherest ofsociety.Baseball helps us to constantly challenge and push ourselves togreaterpersonal growthandunderstanding.
Are wegoing to take a mighty and confident swing
at the plate, or will we cheat ourselves with meek
half-swings? (Or, will weeven dare toswing at all?)
Though this may sound overly sentimental, it
seems clear that if Americans truly embraced baseball in all its beautiful complexity and nuance, we
sincerely believe that.
would be abetter country I
Hopefully,Americans willone day ditchthe NBA in
favor ofa greatgame that teaches us so muchabout
the American character, the nature of life,and our
human weaknesses.

—

—

Representatives speak
out, but council needs
more timefor decision
JASON LICHTENBERGER
Associate Sports Editor

was recently asked what SU is
known for, and Icame up with
nothing.

In its weekly council meeting
last night, the ASSU Representative Council was confronted with
the issue of whether Seattle University shouldchoose to apply for
membership inNCAA DivisionII
or Division 111.
Theissue was brought up when
At-Large Representative Dave

Doran addressed the conversation
to special guest, University PresidentFather Stephen Sundborg, SJ,
in a discussion about diversity.
"Thatis one of the mainreasons

we arereopeningthe issue,"Father
Sundborgsaidofthediversitytopic.
"Thatis one ofthe troublingthings
aboutDivision111.
"There are only a total of six
African-American athletes on all
ofthebasketballteams in the entire
NCIC."
Father Sundborgalso pointedout
that SU's men's basketball team
was comprised of over 60 percent

African-Americanathletes just last
year.

That figure dipped to below 10
percent this year,as theschool readied itself for DivisionHI play.
The council pursued the topic
even further when a motion was
made to add 10 minutes to the
agendatodiscuss the prosand cons
of bothD-II and D-111.
"Our campus needssomethingto
unite about," said Sarah Mariani,
ASSU ActivitiesVicePresident."I

"Students need somethingthatis
universal."
Theissue willbegivenevenmore
thought today, when Father
Sundborgmeets withthe SU Board
of Trustees. He has made it clear
thatno decision willbe made at the
meetingtoday.
WhatFather Sundborgintends to
do is address concerns that have
recently comeupabout Division111
athletics, and with the help of the
Trustees, decide whether this issue
needs to be opened up again.
"We just don't align with the
NCIC schools," saidDoran, who is
also a member of the men's cross
country team. "It'snot whatSU is
like,and not what SU is about."
Doran pointed to the fact that of
the 28 Jesuit schools in thecountry,
onlyone is a memberof Division
while 20 of the schools are D-I

111,

affiliates.
urge youto
"Asa Jesuit school,I
fit,"
see where we
Doranproposed
to the council.
Two years ago, when a decision
was being made, the ASSUCouncilsent aletter to theadministration
on behalf of the student body.
In that letter,the council voted8-0-1 in favor of affiliating the university withDivision IIathletics.
President Katie Dubik said that
the council does not intendto write

See ASSU on page 13

!
S.U.
NITE
Ever} Thursday!
$7.00« 17 New York Pizza
(Toppings not included)

Please mentionIhis ad whenoidenng-Volid only withStudent ID.Card
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Men's volleyball makes top 10 in Northwest
Chieftains, placed in a toughfield, still post solid performance
JASON LICHTENBERGER
Associate Sports Editor

With all the talk of whether SeattleUniversity shouldgo toNCAA
Division IIor Division III and
add a handful of new sports as a
result oneteamthathasbeen overshadowed by allthe hypeis the SU
men's volleyball team.
Although the team competesas a
club sport, its competition is very
stiff. Over the weekend,the Chief-

—

—

tain volleyballsquadsent twoteams
to the regional tournament at the
Northwest Volleyball Center in

Tukwila, Wash., returning with
some very impressiveresults.

SUI placed ninth out of the 27-teamfield, whileSU2captured Ilth
place after a very grueling weekend. Theregionaltournament con-

sisted of teams from Washington,
Idaho and Oregon.
Last year, the team captured the
regional titlein theBbracket. That
forced the two teams tocompete in
the BBbracket this year, in which
the competition was at a much
higher level. The difference in the
quality ofplay wasreflected by the
physical strength of SU's opponents.

"We faced teams witha lot more
height and hitting power than we
had seen in the past," said Joel

even more imposing for the
theSUl unit.
Chieftains. They will joinaleague
Led by Punzal and hard-hitting of Northwest intercollegiate volseniorsJeffCasernandNick Popko, leyball teams,pitting them against
the SUI team finished Saturday's colleges and universities throughpoolplaywitharecordof4-4,good out Washington,Idahoand Oregon,
enoughtoadvance intothechampi- including the University of Washonship round on Sunday.
ington and Washington State UniIn the double-elimination cham- versity.
WithSUathletics headingin the
pionship round, the Chieftain first
games,
falling
to a
unit lost both
team from Spokane and another
Seattle-basedsquad. The team finished ninth in the region.
"It wasagood run for us,"Punzal
From page 13
said. "On (Sunday) we were just
overmatched."
another letter of the sort at this
time, because the issueis notas
TheSU2unit didnot fare quiteas
well in Saturday's pool play, and
hot a topic as it wasthen.
However, Dubik said if the
competed intheconsolationbracket
on Sunday. In the consolation
issue becomes a major campus
bracket,however,theChieftain secconcern again, the council will
ond team went on aroll withsome
hear from members representsolidplay.
ing both sides of the issue and
Theydropped their first contest
look over the facts and costs.
on Sunday, but bounced back to
Ifthishappens, then thecounwin three straightmatches, advanccil willbeinaposition to senda
ing to the semifinalsofthe consolaletter to the administration givtionbracket.
ing its view on the situation.
Itwasinthe semifinalmatchthat
"I'msick andtiredof wanting
loss,
was
handed
its
second
SU2
to see a high-level of competiending the team's strongrun in the
tion and having to root for the
tournament. The tremendous play
University of Washington," said
ofthesecondunitearnedtheChiefExecutiveVicePresidentßrody
tains an Ilth-place finish.
O'Harran. "Idon't feellike we
Punzal, a senior and the setter on

get

Division 111 direction right now, grams at the varsitycollegiatelevel,
the school still needs to add one especially in the NCIC.
more sport. Although the men's
"We would love to be a varsity
sport,
but weare veryexcitedabout
volleyball teamhas established itthis
new league,"Punzal said. "We
self as a solid program, ithas repossible
will be traveling alot and playing
ceived littleattention as a
a lot of schools in the revarsity
against
addition to the
curriculum.
gion.
is
particularly
That
due to the
"We are very happy with that
fact that few schools in the Northright now."
west have men's volleyball pro-

ASSU: Council wants to hear both sides
haveanything torally aroundwhen
Father Sundborg says we are the
number one independent schoolin
theNorthwest."
Dubik also pointed out that any
action thatis takenwill probablybe
uptonextyear'scouncil,due to the
fact that no immediate action is
going to be taken by the administration.
Father Sundborg said that if the
issue isin fact opened for discussion again,nodecisionwillbemade
until the fallof 1998,when the next
school yearbegins.
"It will be in the fall, and there
will be aprocess thatinvolves the
students,"Father Sundborgsaid.
Doran alsoasked thecouncil to
allot 30 minutes of time on the

weeks, allowing enough time
for facts andfigures to beaccumulated.
The council did not make a
decision on this.
Ifthe issue does press, however, the councilintends to act.
Individually, a few of the
council members made clear
their support of Division 11,
while as a collective unit, the
council wants many questions
to be answered before determining itsposition.
Withtheapplication deadline
coming in June, it appears that
SUwillstillbe gearingforDivision111, but the actual future of
theuniversity'sathletic program
isstilla questionnobodyisquite
ready to answer.

Next year, the competition wi)l

involvement invites you to

(graduating Student Speak Out '98
Reflections on Education and Experience
May 11-15
Casey Atrium
Monday,May 11
12:00-1:00

Tuesday,May 12

Wednesday, May 13

Thursday,May 1*

Jriday,MaylS

12:OO- 1:OO

12:00-1:00

12.-OO- 1:OO

12:00-1:00

Stacy Denton

PatQouid

ElaineEdralin
Terry Jack
CatherineLePiane

MattEemek

JasonMcQill
JamieNakagawa

KatieDubik
AmeKlubberud
KyanLiddell
Laura Triebold

Tracy Adams
NikkiArguinzoni-QH
Erica Jitzroy
HiroshikiKurosaka
LisaNguyen

Pierre Kounpaseuth
SuzieHennina
AnnaLona

3:30-4:30

3:30-4:30

3:30-4:30

3:30-4:30

MattDiefenbach
SarahMariani
LeighMiller
CorrieTakahashi
R.J. Tancioco

Leslie tSenjamin
Chris Clifford
Elizabeth Harris

LesleyAnkeny
Angela Au
Jeanettejerrer
DanMurray

JennyEgan
MeganMcArthur
MaggieMagnano
Shane Updike

AyuOthman
KaziStaudte

Jason Palmer
Sarah Reimer

JoanneKalintona

An informal reception willfollow the studentreflections each day. please join us to
listen to andcelebrate these graduatingstudents!

Sports
SponSTicker
Intramural Scoreboard
SOFTBALL
Men's division
Da Hui 12, Scoots Poop 1
Yardcore Boyz9, Alo OSamoa 0
A Bottle Of... 15,Biz Bombers 11
Coedsecond division
3rdFloor Prepstas 7, Total Hardness 6
Phlegm 4,MixedPlate 3

s^i love him >.
/ so much. Iwonder \
/ if he's going to pop \
( the big question before
V we go home for the J
\v

SOCCER (One coed division)

'

VoUeyball
Men's division
Youthof Today def. Doobies, 2 games to 1

Coed division
Booty def. Untouchables,2 to 1

Men's Tennis

!

TheSeattle University men's tennis team willlearn ifitisheaded
to Tulsa,Okla.andthe NAIANationalTournament onTuesday,May
12. On that date, all at-large bids willbe announced for the tournament, along with seedings andpairings.
SU'sJesse Walter, who won theNCICmen's singles titleon April
26, is the only Chieftain who has automatically qualified for the
event.If the Chieftains do not get a teaminvitation to Tulsa,Walter
and hisdoubles partner, Jeff Scott,could still get awildcard entry in
the doubles tournament. Scott couldalsoget a wildcardentry in the
singles tournament.

—-
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Coedfirst division
Alo O Samoa 10, Hooters 0
Da Hui 14, Scrubs 6
NWO4,Scrubs3
Ilegales 5, Alianza 1
GHEE 4,Bologna3
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Sonics and the NBA Playoffs
on Television
SONICS vs.Los AngelesLakers
Western Conference Semifinals,Best ofSeven series
Game3:Fri., May 8 @ Los Angeles, 7:40 p.m., Channel 1 1
and TNTcable
Game 4: Sun.,May 10 @ Los Angeles, 12:10 p.m., Channel 5
Game5: Tues., May 12 @ Seattle, 6:10or 7:40 p.m.,
Channel 11 andeither TNTor TBS cable
Game 6: Thurs.,May 14 @ Los Angeles,same schedule as
Game 5
Game7: Sat.,May 16 @ Seattle, 12:40 p.m., Channel 5
Note:Ifthe Sonics defeat the Lakers in six games or less, and

the other Western Conference series lasts six games or less, the
Sonics will play Game 1of the Western Conference Finals on
Sat., May 16 at 12:40 p.m. on Channel 5. Ifthe Sonics play
Utah, the game willbein Utah; if the Sonics play San Antonio,
the game will be in Seattle.
WEEKEND TV SCHEDULE
10:10 a.m., Channel 5: Game 3,Eastern Conference Semifinals:
Indiana Pacers vs. New YorkKnicks @ New York
12:40 p.m., Channel 5: Game3, Western Conference Semifinals:
Utah Jazz vs. San Antonio Spurs @ San Antonio
Sun.,May 10
9:40 a.m., Channel 5:Game 4,Indiana @ New York
12:10 p.m., Channel 5: Game 4, Seattle @ Los Angeles
2:40 p.m., Channel 5: Game 4,EasternConference Semifinals:

To fier: We haven't a clue.
Yes,
To him:
there's tons of space left andit really
is 10% off. Either bringyour stuffto Shurgard, or call for
Shurgard's Storage To Go. That's our insanely handy new service
where we bring a storage container to your place,let youpack it tip
and then we come fetch and store it for the summer. There.
Now one oflife's really big questions has beenanswered.

ChicagoBulls vs.Charlotte Hornets @ Charlotte

www.Shurgard.com

6:10 p.m., TNTcable: Game 4, Utah @ SanAntonio

Note: There will be no games onMon.,May 11 to accommodate
all the weekendbroadcasts for Channel 5 (NBC). The two WesternConference series, along withChicago-Charlotte, willresume
on Tues.,May 12 withGame 5 ofeach series. TheIndiana-New
York series will continue withits fifth game on Wed., May 13.

:.*

Shuigard To Go: 1-800-SHURGARD

CapitolHill
1815 12th Avenue

206-322-5835

■
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Human Resources Student
Assistant

MARKETING

ATTENTION!

No sales; appointment setting
only. $8.00-$ 15.00 hr. + Bonuses. Convenient location and
shift schedules for students.
Please call mornings: Laura,
(206) 783-0202, afternoons/
evenings, Brett (206) 812-6340.

EARN $$$ IN A RESEARCH

University of Washington
Medical Centers Personnel has
an hourly full-time Human
Resources Student Assistant
position available for the
summer months at 319 Terry
(one block east of Harborview
Nanny Position
Medical Center). Previous
experience in a secretarial or
receptionist position desirable. 15-30 hours per week to assist
Requires attention to detail and with 8-year-old triplet boys. 75%
child care/25% other domestic
the ability to work independently. Please contact Allison chores. Summer only ok, longer
at (206) 731-6818 for more
better. Madison Park area. Nonsmoking. References. 322-2108
information. EO/AAE.

STUDY ON STDs

_

PLEASE CALL 1-800-5407015
COMPLETELY CONFIDEN-

m

Interested in advertising
in
'
rp^e Spectator?
Contact Meredith,
Rachelle or Roillie in the

or 343-4157.

yf\

TIAL

business office at
296-6474

YES!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THE SPECTATOR!

THE COST IS $2 for the first 20 words, 10 cents a word thereafter.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Monday at noon for the Thursday
edition. Pre-pay, please.
NAME:

ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONE NUMBER:
My classified ad should appear under the
My ad should read:

STATE/ ZIPCODE:
heading.It should run in the

issue(s).

Send forms to:THE SPECTATOR,900 BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122.
ATTN:MEREDITH or call 296-6474.

ASSU

Raft the Wenatchee River
ISC wanls to take y° u to the w©natchee River
for fun in the sun and excitement on the river.
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TheASSUPage is preparedby theASSUoffice. This page is for
theadvertisements ofregistered clubs and organizations. For more
information, please contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

equipment and rafts
Call the Interantional Student
Center at 296-6260 for more
information.
~
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May
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
On Lake Washington and Lake Union
$15 each for a single
$12 each for a group of six or more
Snacks and a cash bar

DJ from 93.3 FM
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Call
the new
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$12.00non-student
Must bring SLJ picture ID for SU prlco
SOME BEVEHAOE3 MAY REQUIRE IO
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soon.to.
be
renovated student lounge In the Student Union
Building? ASSU wants to know what you think.
Pick up a ballot at the CAC- before Tuesday.
May 26 and give us your suggestions.
Dq yQU have fl great pame for

Tickets are now available for
$8 for student
$12 for non-student
$5 discount if bought in group of
five or more (pre-sale ONLY)
Purchase them at the C.A.C.
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Check your mailbox in the ASSU office for information
about how you can earn money at Quadstock.
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Last Chance to Dance
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IS VOUF Clllb lOOKing IOF IMOIlCy?

ISAC, ISC & ASSU co-sponsor this year's annual spring cruise...
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$60 for transportation, lunch,

band schedule
12:OO KSUB (DJ)
:3O
Schooger Car

-,

2:OO

Flying Verbal

2:3O
3:^5
S:OO
6:15

(aoOUStic)
Musasa (marimba)
Engine 54 (ska)
Andy O (reggae)
The Clumsy Lovers
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Lookinst for a needle in a haystaok
Holding iheKirkkmdC^Ojt^
DONALD MABBOTT
KATIE MCCARTHY
JESSE WOLDMAN
Spectator Investigative Team
KIRKLAND— Eatingoutisapopularpastime here in the city of Kirkland. With a
picturesque downtown overlooking Lake
Washington and the Seattle skyline, shops
and restaurantsattractagreat deal of customers duringspring and summer.
Restaurantsin the city areplentiful,ranging from ethnic foods from all different cultures to plain and simple American cuisine,
Those looking to enjoy a meal out on the
townhave many options to choose from.
Among those whoseem to bemaking the
most out of the city's dining options are
Kirkland's city council and staff members,
They can be seen eating at restaurants like
Piccolino, an Italian delicatessen in Totem
Lake, during meetings that are closed to the
public. As long as these meetings pertain to
theirjobs as council members, the city pays
the cost of their food.
But if an average citizen of Kirkland
were to spot somecouncilmembers meet-

S-^CSir
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V£2£"ll"^.
ab,e wi,h e ci,/s money.
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and, onseveral occasions,more than $300.

J^£5L»5:

are going, they may even drive down to
Kirkland City Hall and request to see the
all.thesedocumentsarepublicrecordswhich,
under Washington law,anyonecan examine,
But those who choose to exercise their
right to look further into these expenditures
mayleave not withanswers,but with a headache An efficient, timely way to gain access
to public expenditures made by Kirkland
City Council members currently does not
cxisl
Last fall, a group of Seattle University
journalism students found that trying to obtain the records of council members' expensesis similar to searching for a needle in
a haystack. After sendinga requestunder the
Washington Open Public Records Act, they
received a letter from a clerk at City Hall,
stating, "The city maintains norecord of the

personalexpensesofcitycouncilmembers."
Thereporters were actually notlookingfor
the personalexpensesmadebycouncil mem-

bers.butrathertheindividualexpensesmade
each council member which pertained to
r her job on the council.

Kirkland may not always have.
Copies of the documents cost 15 cents
apiece,and sometimes are notavailable tothe
public until a few days after they are requested, meaning more trips to City Hall,
more time spent,more headaches.
Kirkland's system creates a difficulty for
average citizens
trying to find out
._
how taxdollarsare IviW$j$k&
&^4aFiR,
being spent. Ac- |
JI
cording to Ka.hi
of '"
Anderson
Kirkland's AdminJW
istrative Services
Department, anew
electronicfinancial
management sys- Michaele Muse,
tern is on the way, KirklandMayor
but it is unclear
whether or not this new system will make
lookingup these records any less difficult.
"Ithas notbeen implemented yet,"Anderson said. "As far as Iknow, it could make
thingseasier."
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added that the city is planning on
do,
member,
having
as other cities
the new systemin operationby Jan.
don by council
,
by
1999,
filed
1
expenses
in time for the new fiscal year.
Kirkland had all of its
Once
inside
the files,it appears thatcouncheck number
meetingmost of the guideto
cilmembers
are
The system createsaCatch-22.Inorder
subsistence.But thereare
council
lines
for
traveland
expenses
by
made
locate individual
members, one must already know what ex- some examplesofexpenditures thatmay not
penseheor sheis looking for, and find it by have always been in the best interest of
check number. Ifa persondoes not know the Kirkland's taxpayers.Kirkland's Statement
check number, he or she must first look at a of PolicyforReimbursable Expense reads,
generic index sheet withall expenses made "Meal expense is reimbursable in those cirbythecity
y thensift throughcountless filesin cumstances where the meal period is essen.ocate that
and verify the tia. to accomplishment of a public purpose,
and scheduling considerations do not reainforrnation
sonably permit thebusinessto beconducted
Sound confusing' It is.
during the meal period."
It's a job that takes a.ot of time andeven other
patience,
Judging
from documentsand receipts remore
both of which citizens of

-
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Kirkland City Clerk Janice Perry and Fi- to apublicpurpose" rule notedin the guidenancialDirector Marilyn Beardwere equally lines. Could these "budget study sessions
unsure about the new financial system's af- and "board meetings" be held at times that
do not require meals to be served? Do the
feet on access to the public.
is,
to
amounts spent for food reflect an "essential
"Until Isee exactly what it it's hard
purpose?"
now
public
is that we
say," Perry said. "Thesense
readily
more
The
council is following the law in the
need to make the information
available, and we would like to think that sense that nodecisions werebc.ngmade and
no votestaken at these restaurant meetings,
wouldbe the case."
Perry added that before a group of SU If they were making decisions, the public
reporters asked to view the information, the would have tobeinvitedunderthe Washingcity had "not considered" that their current ton Open Public Meetings Act.
"These meetings were not open (to the
system might create a problem.
"We have never had a request (for public public)," saidCouncilMemberDebbieEddy,
documents regardingexpenditures)before," whowasmayorofKirklandatthetimeofthe
Perry said. "From a managementperspec- meetings."The team-building meeting was
live, the system works well, but we now apersonnelissue,inwhich acontract wasrerealizethatthe accessibilityis another story." negotiated. There are no decisions made at
"The new (financial management) system is going to
do all kinds of wonderful
things "Beardsaid."Itwould
C^picUUt
dependonwhat someone was
lf)il
€
II
lookingfor,butIwould magI
II
inethat.tw.llbeeas.ertopull
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We have never had a request for these documents
before... From a management perspective, the system
works well, but wenow realize that accessibility is
another StOTij.
JANICE FERRY,KIRKLAND CITY CLERK -

newrequestwassent,andaboutamonth
, the city began meeting that request, updataby.nd.vdualorcheck

orde"o

garding meal payments,it does not appear yearoutside of Washington. These tripsmay
that this requirement has always been met. include daily or week-longretreats,andstaff
In 1996,Kirkland's council members met members are sometimes invited togoalong.
atPiccolinoDeliandRestaurant three times. Twoof themore expensiveof these retreats
The first time,in April of 1996, the council took place at the LaConner Country Inn in
spent a total of $203.27. According to the LaConner, Wash.OnMarch 3, 1 996,the city
paid more than $2,700 for 17
check in the file, themeetingwas a"CouncilRetreat (j]jj| g, f^g,bjfj/ PeoPle> including all council
memb£rsandsevcraldcpar nent
Follow-Up."
heads,
to go along,
Council members met || ||l
Council
and staff members atagain at Piccolino two I l|
*£&W*7^/
fr
te
ded
'
'
months later on June U
°"!
'
f
199?
the
21
22
>*«*}"**}■
1996
total bil1 this
timecame out to$230.99, ||^^^BiJ, The total amount spent for the trip
*«
<* was $2 941 94' and,
■*»
tin& was rc"
for
16
expenses
room
and
food
to
as
an
ferred in the file
people.
Meeting."
Board
On
Dec.
3
ofthe
"SCA
Why was itnecessary for so many council
same year, the council went back to the
restaurantandspentanother$156.Thejus- and staffmembers to attend the retreat?
"Thehistoricaljustificationisthatwehave
tification this timewasfor a"Budget Study
always
done it this way,"Eddy said. "It was
Session."
Terry
Ellis' (Kirkland s former city manThe council returned toPiccolino in 1997
ager)
idea of promoting teamwork. Evenif
atotaloffive times, costingthe city a totalof
agenda was about the Fire Departthe
main
$797.24.Whatisquestionable iswhetheror
departments came along,
allother
ment,
not these expenses fall within the "essential
**<* added at less members will
he future
Probab|y invited toretreatsinj
u
Contreras,however,said thatstaffmembers

ll

theretreats.team-bui.dingmeetings.orstudy
sessions that willaffect the public."
But this invites another question: if no
decisions are being made at these meetings
which willaffect the public, why must they
beheld at expensiverestaurants which cost
taxpayersa great deal of money?
While the amount spent at these meetings
may appear high tosome, council members
disagree. "There has never been aproblem
with overspending that Ihave been aware
of," said Sants Contreras, a member of the
Kirk.and CityCouncil for the past six years.
"We are alwaysprudent, and no one takes
advantage of the system."
Council members of Kirkland are also
permitted to take two job-related trips per
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free togoon the trips, so theycan bringback
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sornetimes cost taxpayersmoremoney than
necessary.OneofContreras' 1997expenses
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was completely reimbursed by the city,

included in nis
total was>z»u ior
ood. ine tiiydilows atotaloiw.
perday to De spent

forioodonout-ottown trips. Yet, according to the expense breakdown
tne
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Contreras sometimes spent upwards oM.be_per

Councilmember
contreras

she was there he

,
these

docume nts, he wasreimbursed for evebv the cityy
ked why he was reimbursed for
morethanthe amount listed in the statement
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cound|
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choice-they can either
receive $43 perday in advance,or bringback

"2^^,^^.
loophole in the guidelines which state that
councilmembers can choose either of these
options. This means that, if they use:their
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amount
is clear
ofthe system under these
Perry,however,justifiedthe city s current
policy of allowing its council members to

grimes

ch^ '[.^/^^vTa'd"ithink thereis
Itiseither-or, Perrysaid itninKtnereis

along w.th this policy. If council members
buy the most expensive steak on the menu
that would not be seen as reasonable, and

would not comc.de w.th ourpolicy.
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Redmond: council complains mayor cries during mccl
rom
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front page

notaskfor reimbursement forhis frequent
ips to Olympia wherehe meets withother
jgislators to discuss city issues.
Grubb, the current council president,joins
'ole's practice of not participating in feast-

public funds "I have taken no exensesorreimbursementsfromthecouncil,"
ig on

these people aremakes a difference, Ives
"
continued.
the
to
agree
get
to
council
yet
ButIveshas
with herpoint of view regarding the retreat,
It has been held at the Redmond Senior
Center each year duringher term as mayor.
Ives explained that the reason it appears
that shehas so many expenses, as compared

e said. "I don't eat lunch or dinners when
I
usually take my own, or
or
the
event."
at before after

leyare provided.

Cole stresses he does not morally judge
ther council members for utilizing the city
;imbursementpolicy.However,hebelieves
reflects on (he relationship city officials
ave with the public, and he feels thatIvesis
iolating citizen trust inher actions.
"If you are supposedly charged to make
ood use of taxpayers' money,it's setting a
ad example to go out and spend $10 here
nd $20 there," Cole said, referring toIves'
ctions. "It's an individual choice between
ie taxpayersand the legislators."
Ives disagrees with Cole's assessment of
er actions. "I think if you're doing city
usiness.it is appropriate to spend some city
unds," Ives said. "Fiscal responsibility
oesn't mean you just save your money; it
lso means spending itresponsibly."
IvesisalsoagainstColeandGrubb'spracceofnot eating atcouncil events."Richard
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made sure to park his vehicle in a section of
the garage at Sea-Tac International Airport
wherehecould takeadvantageofhis Boeing
employee discount. "Ipay my own way for

everythingelse.
"That trip was the only timein five years
thatI'veasked forreimbursement,"Robinson
said.
On the other hand, when
Ives dines with Seattle City
Officials, she often chooses
vervexpensiverestaurants.
On April 29, Ives spent
$41.29 to have dinner with
KingCounty Executive Ron

*

SimS KikUya
A few days later, onMay 5,
Ives dined there again, this
timC SpC ding $78 7

a Windermere real estate agent, spends ner
$600 amonth council salary onparking,gas
andmeals for city-related business. "If s just
too time consuming to saveall the receipts

and writeevery expendituredownwhen lean
just pay it myself and be done with it,"
Domingsaid.
Themayordoesnot stop withmeals. While
sheconducts citybusiness during travels,the
costs add up for food,phone, transportation
and accommodations,
Cityrecordsfrom Dec. 3, 1995 showIves

f.rstchoiceof lodgingforhertrip toPhoenix,
Ariz, for a conference was the Holiday Inn
Crowne Plazaat $132 for asingle while the
LCXi gt n
,
c
u San
Ives ended upather secondchoice,the
$82
a
CarlosTravelLodge, at
*'*
$498
4
8
UP
u
year Iwas mayor, I tried to pick cheaper
hotels, but when you started to add up the
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McCormick said.
into,
regional
ber
involved
with
,
e and Mr.Grubb areextremein their think"Iprobablyspend acouplehundreddollars
committees, she claims apRedmondmayorRosemarieIves
,,j ,
$200 in parking ayearhavingbreakfastmeetingswithdifferproximately
he hasbeen on the council,Cole and
expenses each year, but ent staffpeople andcitizens. There s no way
Jrubb aformerEnglish teacher whoowns a to the council,is simply because the council and gas mileage
spends
her own money to thatIwouldsubmitthose.It's just notapproshe,
McCormick
still
especially
nearly
doesn'
t
do
as
much
as
wife,
maUarts andcraftsbusiness withhis
priate."
in terms of travelingand meeting with out- traveltocouncil-relatedevents.suchasleadlave made their dislike of Ives' practices
Accordingtocityrecordsdocumentingthe
transportaregional
ership conferences and
side officials.
lear in other ways.
mayor's
expenditures,Ives spent $26.89 at
Goren,
the mayor's tion meetings.
According to Jacky
Besides not eating at council events, they
Big Time
inmy
"Given
ave also fought to keep the annual council executive secretary, the council members
Plzza for a
level,
come
$7,000
travel,
meal
I
have
annually for
=treat local toavoid wastingpublic funds,an are allowed
i^HBWBBBBHMBiMHBBi^BBBM
dinner
my
mileage
expenses for one out-of-state submitted
and
.sue that is contested each year.
n
meeting
out
of
year.
mileage
and
"The mayor and some ofthe other mem- and onein-state conference a
T think oviuc
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Sept.
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5
pocket
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is
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per
year
Themayor limited
erswouldliketogosomewhereelse,"Grubb
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But, the majority of the council holds the
d
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beCClUSe We
pinion that the retreat should simply be a expenditures becomes|>ne which is con- penses are higher
SUUtnit
spent
she
leeting to focus on city business, and that cerned not with how much the mayor and than any other
1
council council member,
tO KnOW HOW ITlUCh it $16.26 at
ie council memSunshine
spend, com- by far I'm sure.
ers should be as
rnc*c fn fi/w crn-noYViWPnt
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gOVemment.
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now how tohandle
lis type of thing. It would be a useful

xpensetogoawayfor the retreat,"Ivessaid.
Getting away increases chances for more
roductivity.
"I think it fringes on dysfunctionality...
/hensomepeoplewon'teveneat.Ithinkthe
lformal time together... finding out who
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mileage,

need
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mayor

they are with constituents and
staff thatIdo not
that money.
claim,"
McCormick said.
If five-yearcouncilmemberJimRobinson,
Boeing,
asksforreim"I think some people are being martyrs
afinancial analyst for
bursement, he tries to save the city money.
whenthey don'tsubmit mileage,because we
took
to
need
to know how much it costs to run
city-related
trip
business
he
In the
Texas,
government,"
Antonio,
fora
Ives said.
San
inDecember 1996
Five-yearcouncilmemberSharonDorning,
conference,
League
of
he
National
Cities

r^
ts.

ing.

Her

dining expenditures totaled $64.10, and that was only

this September,
Many ofIves' questionable meal expenses
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A life wrought w
Donald mabbott
SpectatorInvestigative Team
A quiet curtain ofrain filters daylight into
the artist's livingroom. A slender nude figure shifts his body weight to gain comfort
against the frozenpose.Theartistcomplains,
curses under her breath and puts her brush
down to light another cigarette.
Whileshe is driven by her muse, continuity and form...
.she also hasacity council meetinginless
than an hour.
FormerMayorDebbieEddie is an artist.
she may not have fit
In upscale Kirkland,
'
'
image
theaverage citizen s
of whatthe town s
mayor should be, but that doesn't concern
Eddy— she's still in their fighting.
At 47,Eddy has continued toprove herself
as a community-oriented, forward-thinking
leader for Kirkland since 1993,and whileshe
is now just Councilmember Eddy, sheonce
piloted her city through rough waters.
"We're juststarting toheal from 'The Big
Ugly,"Eddy said,referring to the resignation
of City Manager Terry Ellis in early 1997,
"but we're getting back on track."
Thiscalm throughthe stormis a trademark
for Eddy, learned through experiencesone
would not generally associate with an educated lawyer and figureof civic responsibil-

..

ity.
The experiences that have brought her to
—
this point her experiences, are from real

life.

Some so intense, they could inspire even
theself-elevated,Armani andDKNY"suits"
that currently take up space in other smallcity governmentroles.
Butthisleader's challenges started early.
Shewas bornDeborah AnnHallonFeb.7,
1950, on a small family farm in Weston,
W.Va. to JamesandPatricia Hall.
Growingup the eldest of three,Eddy de-

scribes herself as a "good little girl" and
becamethe firstfemale studentcouncil presidentin the history of her high school.
Her mother was "more of a 'hellmaker'
than a homemaker," Eddy claims, and her
father wasawaymostof the time,drilling for
natural gas.
After earninga bachelor's degree in journalismfrom West VirginiaUniversity,Eddy
went on to the University ofNorthCarolina
School of Law in1978.
Eddyhas beenpracticinglaw in Washington State since1981,and is currently on the
StateBar Association's inactive list.
She is also a founding member of the
Eastside Domestic Violence Program, and
remains amember of the Kirkland Alliance
ofNeighborhoods and the Suburban Cities

Redmond council member Nancy McCormick triumphs over tra
kDRIANA

JANOVICH

pectator Investigative Team
REDMOND An immaculately restored
j5 Mustang sat outside the corner house of

quiet cul-de-sac with a for sale sign in its
:ar window last November. A few leaves
ung silently from a frontyard tree in the

old. Inside the split-level home, flowers
'ithered on a table at the top of the stairs.
rofessionalphotographsof twoyoungmen,
igh school seniors, watched over the living
)om from the bookcase.
Thehouse onTamarack Lanebelonging to
3-year-old RedmondCityCouncilmember
[ancy McCormick hasbeenherhome for the
ast 19 years, but it has not always been so

still. Afterschoolandonweekends.Nancy's
boyshung out with friends, watched televisionandsnacked on her homeade chocolate
chip cookies. Practically the only time the
house stood still was whenMcCormick, her
husband and her sons spent time at their
Snoqualmie Pass condo for relaxation and
family time.
The'65MustangoncebelongedtoNancy's
youngest son, Ryan. A neighbor girl from
down the street sent the flowers to commemorate what would have been his 21st
birthday. Since the suicide of her son in the
years followingher divorce,the house has
beenmuch different.
Originally from Montana, Nancy L.
Mauritson grew up as an only child with

Glacier National Park almost in her backyard. "That corner of Montana is just gorgeous," McCormick remembered. But the
spectacular scenery was notenough to keep
her there. One night, she and ahigh school
friend borrowed her parents' car without
permission. When they learned of it before
shegot home,McCormick decided the small
town was not for her.
She left for Montana State University for
college, and spentmuch ofher time working
onsororityactivitiesforAIphaGammaDelta.
She earneda bachelor ofscience in secondary schooleducation in1966andmarriedher
college sweetheart, Robert E. McCormick,
thatDecember.

The young couple moved

to Bellevue,

Bob got a job with Boeing.
Nancytaught atHighlandJunior Highbefore
taking a job as a receptionist. The couple
adopted their first son, Jeff, who was born
Nov.27, 1973, and Nancy gave up herjob to
rajse a family. Theymoved to the house on
Tamarack Lane, andthecouple's secondand
only natural son, Ryan, was born Oct. 31
three years later.
Nancy stayed home with the boys. Bob
worked for Boeing, andlater becameamanager for Diamond Power Specialty Company
After enrollingher youngestsonin kindergarten, McCormick learned of plans to build
a large apartment complex behind her culWash., when

sac. She organized aneighborhoodgroup
that opposed its construction, demanding
provisions for a buffer zoneand limiting the
structure to a single story. They won the
battle, and with both her boys at Ben Rush
ElementarySchool, McCormick decided to
continue her community involvement. In
1982, she joinedCitizenAction forRedmond
Environment. The following year, she was
elected chair of the the Redmond Planning
Commission. Shehelpedfound the Bell-Red
Overlake Transportation Taskforce and was
elected chair.Her efforts wererecognized in
1984 when shebecame Redmond Citizenof
the Year.
While McCormick committed time to her
community, she stressed the importance of

Special Report

Deborah Eddy takes a step away from politics

A life wrought with tough decisions puts apromising career on hold
Association Boardof Directors as well as a to continue seekinghigher offices,
Shemether first husband when she was an
representative to the KingCounty Jail Advisory Committee and Public Health Task art student at West Virginia University in
1968, and was "swept off her feet." Eddy
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biological fafor Eddy, learned through experiences one ther, Eddy's first husband, only to discover Bellevuepsychiatrist, whoprescribedZanax,
would not generally associate withan edu- that he was involved with a lifestyle which amood elevator,tocombathermoodswings,
Years passed, and Zanax wasn't enough
cated lawyer and figure ofcivic responsibil- she found undesirable.
ity.
Eddy'sonly son, Hart Eddy, is 20 years anymore. Her doctor stepped up her preThe experiences that have brought her to old,and studyingEnglishat theUniversity of scription toinclude Endural,whichis usually
—
this point her experiences,are from real California atDavis,"sohecan becloseto the prescribed for highbloodpressure, but can
life.
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Some so intense, they could inspire even
the self-elevated,Armani andDKNY"suits"
that currently take up space inother smallcity government roles.
But this leader's challenges started early.
She wasborn Deborah AnnHall onFeb.7,
1950, on a small family farm in Weston,
W.Va. toJames andPatricia Hall.
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forgot to
knew Iwas drinking too much, but ifI
I
take the Zanax, it was like going through

withdrawals.
FORMER KIRKLAND MAYOR DEBBIE EDDY

Growingup the eldest of three, Eddy describes herself as a "good little girl" and skiing," Her youngest attends high schoolin
became thefirstfemale studentcouncilpresi- KingCounty.
Eddy was elected mayor on January 2,
dent in the history ofher high school.
Her mother was "more of a 'hellmaker' 1996 and has served as a council member
than a homemaker," Eddy claims, and her sinceJanuary of 1994.
father wasawaymostofthe time,drilling for
She resignedher seat as mayor inJanuary
natural gas.
of 1998 after revealingher past to this writer,
After earning a bachelor's degree in jour"Thisis it for me," Eddy said,referring to
University,
E
ddy
nalism from West Virginia
her political career."This is as far asIgo."
University
went on to the
of NorthCarolina
Itis this open frustration withthe lopsided
School of Law in 1978.
dynamics of political accountabilitythathas
Eddy has beenpracticinglaw in Washing- brought an about face on what could have
ton State since 1981,and iscurrently on the beena longpublic career.She arguesthat the
StateBar Association'sinactive list.
"people'sright to know" has been distorted
She is also a founding member of the by the press to infer that public leaders who
Eastside Domestic Violence Program, and havehuman failings are not fit to lead.
remains amember of the Kirkland Alliance
Eddy knows that her own "skeletons"
of Neighborhoodsand the Suburban Cities wouldeventuallycatch up to her ifshe were

also beused as an anti-depressant.

"I thought Iwas 'street smart* enough to
recognize anything that was bad for me,"
Eddy said, "and nothing looked familiar."
Eddy admits to her previousdependence
on these drugs and whencombined with her
alcohol abuse, only worsened hercondition.
Between 1984and 1986,Eddy voluntarily
admitted herself to Fairfax Hospital for psychiatric evaluation five times,
"I knew Iwas drinking too much," Eddy
said,"butifIforgot to take the Zanax, itwas
like going through withdrawals."
Eddy finally got a wake-upcall inFebruary of 1987, when in the middle of the night
the side effects ofher anti-depressants woke
her from a sound sleep,
"I took a couple of belts of vodka, and

decided to go to the 24-hourBurgerKingin
Bellevue,"Eddy said.
Eddy waspulled overby BellevuePolice
and charged with driving under the influence and speeding.
Due todeferredprosecution and theageof
the offense, the violation does not show up
on Eddy'sdrivingrecord.
She went through 35 days of detox at St.
Cabrini Hospital andhasn'tlooked back.
"I'vehadan enormously happy,producsaid.
tive life in the past 10 years,"Eddy
'
Productivity hasbeenEddy smiddle name
since joining the Kirkland City Council.
She spearheadedpark land procurement
for the city whenlandwasmore affordable.
Someother cities, suchas Bellevue,arenow
paying top dollar for small strips of land,
playing catch-up to Kirkland's "most livable" status.
Eddy was also instrumental in bringing
about changes with regard to gaining accountability and regaining communication
from Kirkland's city manager desk.
Eddy claims that some of the council
members hadabdicated a sizable amountof
control to formerCityManager Terry Ellis.
This control led to miscommunications
and mismanagement, according to Eddy,
and when she and a majority of council
members adopted a listofareas that needed
attention, Ellis resigned.
Eddy's neighbor and co-Kirkland activist, Rosie Carey, confirmed the role that
Eddy hasplayedin the re-empowerment of
theKirklandCityCouncil.
"She's incrediblybright and knowledgeable about the law," Carey said. "She's the

onewho truly understood that the staff was
trying to 'buffalo' the electedofficials. We
(citizens) weren't beingheardor given any
respect.There was definitelyan 'old guard'
in place, andDebbie changed all that."
Eddy will probably not seekhigheroffice
than her current post as council member.
Her father's gas wells continue to produce, so she doesn't necessarily need the
poverty-levelwagesorthe high-level stress
that come with the mayor's job.
Despite her failings, and more importantly, because of her failings, Eddy has
beena solidleader of theKirklandcommunity forover five years.
Her new, low profile means arebirth for
Eddy, the artist, giving
— her a chance to get
back toher brushes back toa world where
sheis admired forhavingthe veryattributes
that drew her away from the limelight.
It is ironic that traits like character and
experience no longer define a leader, and
that the "public's right to know" usurps
results-orientedpublic servants.

mphs over tragedy, continues civic involvement
sac. She organizeda neighborhoodgroup
that opposed its construction, demanding
provisions forabuffer zoneand limiting the
structure to a single story. They won the
battle, and with both her boys at Ben Rush
ElementarySchool, McCormick decided to
continue her community involvement. In
1982, shejoinedCitizenAction forRedmond
Environment. The following year, she was
elected chair of the the Redmond Planning
Commission.She helpedfound the Bell-Red
Overlake TransportationTaskforce and was
electedchair. Her efforts were recognized in
1984 whenshe becameRedmond Citizen of
the Year.
WhileMcCormick committed time to her
community, she stressed the importance of

beinghomeforhersons.especiallyheryoungest. She joined thePTSA at her sons' school
and volunteered in the computer lab. On the
weekends, the family spent time at their
Snoqualmie Passcondo. "Icalled Ryan my
attention-needy kid,"McCormick recalled.
"I wanted to be there for him as much as
possible."
In May 1985,McCormick announced her
decision to run for RedmondCity Council.
She set upcampaign headquarters in frontof
her Fireplace, invited friends over to help
stuffenvelopesandintroducedherselfaround
Redmond's neighborhoods. "A lotofpeople
addressed a lot of envelopes," laughed
McCormick, whomtheMunicipal Leagueof
KingCounty ratedexcellent during the cam-

paign."
McCormick won the election,andher first
term on council began Jan. 1, 1986. She
beganspendingapproximately 20to30hours
aweekincity-relatedmeetings,makingphone
calls, writing letters and readingup on relevant issues. Since council members do not
have theirown city offices,McCormick did
the majority of her council work out of her
home. Bob watched the boys during
McCormick's nightmeetings.
"At thelocallevel,thereare somanygood,
hardworkingpeople," she said. "I do it because I
love it.Iwant to work for a better
quality oflife for the peopleofRedmond,for
everyone from the very bottom of the socioeconomic scale to Bill Gates."

McCormick's council positioninfluenced
her sons lives. "Jeff is the quiet one,"
McCormick saidof her son, a 1992 graduate
ofLakeWashingtonHighSchool/'Wedidn't
really talk abutit much, buthe has said that
he felthehad to becareful ofwhat he said or
did becauseof whohismomwas. Ryan was
very proud of me and what Ihaddone. He
knew it's whatIenjoyed doing. There wasa
timehe got a comment from a parent about
me andsometimes kids said things at school,
buthe always handledit well," McCormick
continued about her youngest son, a 1995
graduate of Redmond High School.
As Ryan grew,McCormick noticed a pat-

See McCormick on page 4
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Redmond: mayor and council clash over personal expenditures
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inability to work
she claimed Marchione earned $58,190.
that
occurred
in
In 1994, city council members' pay rose cials. Hecited an incident
$148 58 foran All-Star luncheon at theRed
year
late
of
Many
October last
memcome from meetings with the executive Tomato and $23.23 the same night for an from $550 to $600 per month.
AccordingtoDenton,lyes cried in frontof
bers work full-time or part-time day jobs
team,comprisedofdepartrnentheadsinclud- Eastside mayors' dinner at CafeItalia.
theCityPlanningComOnFeb.1, sheclaimed $37.03 foradinner while sitting on the
ing the executive assistant, finance director,
when eyfll
mssion
fire chief, human resources director, parks meeting at Billy McHales. Two days later, council tosupport themHHHMHMHHHHHI not vote to
a
and recreation director, planning director, she spent $17.82 on a business lunch. On selves.
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that
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too
much and outlater,she spent $2.69 for breakfast withciti- gether for a drink after
gies. "You can be pennywise and
anybody who
shouts
pound foolish with the public money," Ives zens at Mike's Deli. On May 24, Ives spent themeeting."
disagrees
with her, but
"Thisis not a mayor
$22 50 at GrazieRistoranti for the Eastside
said
pretty
meetings
than
that
sheruns
the
personally
other
and council that are particularly
dochoose Mayors' Dinner.
"Ichoose
" tospend wisely,butI
Doming
good,"
added.
other,"
Ives said. "I think there
to spend
And the disagreement among the mayor fondofeach
"Everyone on the council gets along,but
have
times
when
the council has gone
continues,
two
been
imposwiththe
explained
that sometimesitis
andcouncilmembers
Ives
people have problems getting
sometimes
went another."
sible to "coordinate calendars" with other often loudly condemning each other's ac- one way simply becauseI
along
mayor, Robinson added,
us...
with
the
get
I
"She (Ives) should work with
off.cialS andthat,oftentimes,mealtimeisthe tions.
"Ipersonally have triedalittle harder to
WhenaskedifIvesmadeenoughmoneyto upset whenthe council makes apolicy todo
only time to meet.
get
along (withher), McCormick said,
I
justgoes
another.
"Sometimes itis just impossible forme to avoid eating and traveling at the public's things one way and she
"In some of her issues, she teels very
get together withstaff... We servelunch and expense,Cole laughed a little before he an- think it is very inappropriate," Cole said.
pays for it because it is a working
"
d
My
wouldbethat she interjects
n, e m
esspent$11.45ona.unch
bers herself too much intocouncil meetings and
meetingwithPatrickBoy.e,acityemployee and her
at Lahaina Louie. On Jan. 19,
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mayor' s actions and relat.onship with the
negativelyaffects
Ithink Rosemarie has been one ot the
worst mayorsRedmond has ever had. She
doesn't understand how people live and
work,"Denton said.

ten acts

In fact,araise approvedby the City Council in 1994 upped Ives' salary as full-time
mayor to $72, 1 82, from $62,500,approved
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"'He'snotallowedtopayforhermeal.and make a lot
she'snotallowedtopayforhis/'Gorensaid. ofmoney."

"Thecitypaid forherlunchbecause it's still
business, it'sjust outside the office."
Nine days later, she spent $II18 on a
lunch meetingwith aSeattle Timesreporter
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policy-making

council

an
appropriatemanner. DomingsaidIvessome-

timescriesduring council meetings,andthat
behavior is totally unacceptable.
Denton can also attest toIves' crying and

McCormick: coping in the aftermath of her youngest son's suicide
Jan. 1,1990. Her divorce
becamefinal ayearlater.McCormick gotthe
tern in hisbehavior.He seemed down in the house and they soldthecondo.Shecontinued
winter over the next several years, but his to monitor Ryan'smoods.
"Irecognized a directcorrelation between
spirits seemed to lift with the coming of the
could almost time Ryan'sbehavior and myabsence or presence
spring. "Itbecame thatI
it,"saidMcCormick, whotook her son tosee in the home," McCormick told the court.
"Wewon'tgetasecondchancewithRyan."
a therapist for depression.
In 1995, McCormick ran for mayor in one
"Ryanis a troubledyoungster,"Dr. Robert
Thompsonwrotcindivorcecourtdocuments. of the liveliest races the Eastside has ever
"Heis at risk and he doesneedaparent in the seen. Rated "very good" by the Municipal
home... in the third grade, he talkedof sui- Leagueof KingCounty, she wasexpectedto
cide... in sixth grade, he talked of suicide make a strong showing against incumbent
againand...agirlreportedtoacounselorthat mayor Rosemarie Ives and council member
Mark Dcnton, both who received ratings of
Ryan wantedher at his funeral."
1988 was a year of change lor the "good."However,McCormick captured 24
McCormick household.McCormickbecame percent ofthe vote.Sheblames theMariners.
councilpresident,and inSeptember she and "It was when they were voting on the new
Bob separated. The boys stayed with her, stadium, andallthe attention was focused on
term, beginning

From page 3

while Bob moved to a nearby apartment. that,"she said. "People whohad not votedin
According to court documents,McCormick years votedinthatelection.Ithink peopledid
fought to stay at home with the boys, 16 and not know the candidates or the issues."
Ryan beganlosing weighthis senior year
13. Despite the fact she didnot want to, she
meet.
"I
highschool,and grew closer to his father
to
ends
of
part-time
job
make
got a
as they began reRyan
wanted to waituntil
_^^_^^_^^^^__^^
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esnethings, being erecially the Redmond
was
ative,"
about the
McCormick said.
Town Center project. "That
But 10 minutes before 8 a.m., Saturday,
nastiest race," saidMcCormick, whose work
on the council includes getting the Public June 8 of that year, a paperboy discovered
Safety Building andSenior Center built and the bodyof 19-year-old Ryanhanging from
a one-inch rope tied to a branch inastandof
saving the Redmond Watershed Preserve.
campaign,
treesjust offofthe
Despite the tumultous
- elemen..
.playgroundat
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tion wrote "vicious" let-
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community leaders,neighbors— need to be
aware and be there for the members of our
community. De-

hung from amountaineeringclip attached to
his beltloop. Inside the car,parked a short

distance away, police
found notes to family,
friends and his employer among unused
loose-leaf pages. "You
always knewmymoods

pressionhas to be

,;

betterthanldid.Mom,"

"

he wrote.
But McCormick had
not foreseenthis."Ryan

suffered from depression.In winter, when it
stays darker longer, I
wouldsee himslipping
intothis mood, but then
he would light his way
out as they days got
longer. 1 didn't have a
clue this was coming,
not at all,no idea whatsoever," she said.
After Ryan died, his
friends came to the

house

to

talk and re-
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principal. "Frequently when there is a suicide, there will be suicides ofother people,"
she explained. "Iwasconcerned. Suicide is
a permanent solution to a temporary problem," shecontinued. "Iwant people to know
that whatever feels so painful
* today is only

.
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fl^ McCorrmck
ries his friends told me after his death were
the sort of things that most parents instinctively know their children,particularly their
teenagesons, are doing-<lriving faster than
they should,settingoff a fewmore fireworks
than theyshould,allkinds of things.Nothing
really,really bad. The lighter side of him."
Bob moved back toMonana. McCormick
went to the high school to talk with the
memberhim."Thesto-
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recocogmzed and
treated seriously
by all concerned,
People beyondthe
tamlly Ca be
strumental to tight
thC depresS OIli
There is great hope
and progress tor
the treatment.
On Halloween

t
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nancy mcCobmick

card. McCormick
ranunopposed for
councilandstarted
again on Jan. 1,

1998.
Now.withtheanniversaryofRyan'sdeath
a month away,the frontyardof the house on
Tamarack Lane isfull of spring flowers.She
soldRyan'scartoayoungman.Her sonJeff
lives at home after finishing classes at
Bellevue Community College. She keeps
busy withcouncil work,her part-timejob as
an administrative assistant, writing Ryan's
biography,readingarticles aboutsuicide and
depression and "soul-searching." Her longterm goal is to do preventive work with atrisk youth and teens,
Inside, the house smells like chocolate
chip cookies. "Ibake them for myself now,"
...
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